
 
 
 

Questions to the Mayor 

Mayor's Question Time, 13 September 2018 

 

PRIORITY ORDER PAPER 

 

Report No:   4 

Subject:   Questions to the Mayor 

Report of:   Executive Director of Secretariat 

 

 

Genuinely affordable homes 
Question No: 2018/2448 
Sian Berry  
Are your planning policies increasing the proportion of genuinely affordable homes given 
approval? 

Social housing green paper 
Question No: 2018/2177 
Tom Copley  
Without any extra funding, can the social housing green paper deliver a bigger and better social 
rented sector for Londoners? 

Knowledge of London 
Question No: 2018/2487 
David Kurten  
What steps are you willing to take to promote the Knowledge of London and to promote 
becoming a black cab driver as an attractive career option for Londoners? 

Banning HFSS adverts 
Question No: 2018/2347 
Gareth Bacon  
How much revenue do you expect to lose by banning HFSS (high fat, salt or sugar) adverts 
across the Transport for London network? 

Safer junctions in London for cyclists and pedestrians 
Question No: 2018/2072 
Caroline Pidgeon  
What progress has been made in improving London's most dangerous junctions for cyclists and 
pedestrians? 
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Carbon Offset Fund 
Question No: 2018/2147 
Leonie Cooper  
What specific actions is the Mayor taking to ensure that all boroughs collect the full possible 
amount of carbon offset funding, and that funds collected are spent most effectively? 

Knife crime 
Question No: 2018/2370 
Shaun Bailey  
Do you plan to update your knife crime strategy? 

Women in Poverty 
Question No: 2018/2303 
Fiona Twycross  
Some recent reports have highlighted how austerity and government policies, such as universal 
credit, have kept women in poverty. What action are you taking to mitigate the impact of 
Government policy in this area in London? 

Housing and Planning 
Question No: 2018/2341 
Andrew Boff  
Are your housing and planning policies delivering for London? 

Privately owned blocks with unsafe cladding 
Question No: 2018/2195 
Andrew Dismore  
At the Fire, Resilience and Emergency Planning Committee on 19 July 2018, we heard evidence 
that some private tower block owners are not coming forward when they suspect they have 
ACM cladding or similar because of the impact on the building's valuation if ACM cladding is 
present. What steps are you taking to: 

1.              urge private tower owners to come forward if they suspect their cladding to be 
flammable? 

2.              work out how many privately-owned tower blocks with flammable cladding there are 
in London, independent of self-reporting? 

3.              make sure residents can find out if their home is clad in a flammable material? 

Neighbourhood crime 
Question No: 2018/2383 
Steve O'Connell  
What is the Metropolitan Police Service doing to stem the rise in neighbourhood crime? 
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London and Brexit 
Question No: 2018/2275 
Joanne McCartney  
Is London prepared for a no-deal Brexit? 

Public health commissioning at scale 
Question No: 2018/2276 
Onkar Sahota  
I recognise that as Mayor you have no statutory duty to commission health services but you 
can strongly influence the commissioning of health services through the London Health Board 
and the Health Inequalities Strategy. What steps are you taking towards pan-London 
commissioning of important public health services like TB prevention and case finding, sexual 
health services, smoking cessation and education campaigns? 

Bus Safety (1) 
Question No: 2018/2432 
Tony Devenish  
Do you agree with the Transport for London (TfL) Board Member who was quoted, in an article 
in the Financial Times, that TfL has '"two safety cultures": a diligent one for rail and a 
complacent one for buses'? 

Skills for the Future 
Question No: 2018/2129 
Jennette Arnold  
While this summer's GCSE and A-Level results demonstrated the exceptional talent of young 
Londoners, what action is the Mayor taking to ensure that London's young people leave 
education with skills that will suit the future economy and are desired by employers? 

Affordable housing targets, and mixed and balanced communities 
Question No: 2018/2260 
Nicky Gavron  
Do you believe affordable housing targets are an essential part of achieving mixed 
communities? 

Small businesses in railway arches 
Question No: 2018/2449 
Caroline Russell  
What representations have you made to Government ministers urging them to intervene in 
plans by Network Rail to sell off its railway arches? 
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Probation Services 
Question No: 2018/2189 
Unmesh Desai  
What impact will the early termination of failed community rehabilitation companies' contracts 
have in London? 

Cost of dealing with grass fires 
Question No: 2018/2466 
Caroline Russell  
How many grass fires did the London Fire Brigade attend during the recent heatwave and how 
many firefighter hours were spent on these events? How does this compare to the summer of 
2017? 

Congestion Charge Discount for Private Hire Vehicles 
Question No: 2018/2248 
Florence Eshalomi  
What effect will proposals to end the Congestion Charge Discount for Private Hire Vehicles 
have on passengers, drivers and operators? 

Gang Violence 
Question No: 2018/2488 
Peter Whittle  
In April you admitted to not visiting bereaved families of gang crime victims. Have you now 
changed this policy and if so how many families have you met since April? 

Step Free Access 
Question No: 2018/2284 
Navin Shah  
Please provide an update on how your £200 million funding initiative for station access is 
delivering step free access to underground stations? 

Barnet Council recycling 
Question No: 2018/2209 
Andrew Dismore  
What progress is being made in discussions with Barnet Council, over their decision to reduce 
recycling services? 

 

Questions not asked during Mayor’s Question Time will be given a written 
response by Tuesday, 18 September 2018. 
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QUESTIONS FOR WRITTEN ANSWER: 
 

Earls Court Masterplan (1) 
Question No: 2018/2073 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please set out your actions in relation to the Earls Court Masterplan since the pre-election 
statement that was issued from a spokesperson acting on your behalf (reported by Dave Hill, 
then of the Guardian on 10th March 2016) that "Sadiq will review the Earl's Court Masterplan 
as he has serious reservations about the overall direction the scheme is taking." 

Earls Court Masterplan (2) 
Question No: 2018/2074 
Caroline Pidgeon  
When do you expect a new Earls Court Masterplan to be published? 

RV1 bus service 
Question No: 2018/2075 
Caroline Pidgeon  
In answer to Question 2018/0319 back in February 2018 you stated: "My Deputy Mayor for 
Transport has committed to reviewing this route in six-months time to ensure the revised 
timetable provides sufficient capacity."  Please provide a full update as to how this commitment 
will be fully met. 

Metropolitan police bonuses 
Question No: 2018/2076 
Caroline Pidgeon  
I understand that a bonus is being provided to Metropolitan police officers to train as 
detectives. Please provide details as to the value of this bonus and how much to date has been 
spent in awarding these bonuses. 

Policing the American Presidential visit 
Question No: 2018/2077 
Caroline Pidgeon  
How many dedicated Metropolitan police officers working in child protection were temporarily 
taken off their work in order to police the recent President Trump visit to London and the UK? 

BCU mergers and child protection 
Question No: 2018/2078 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Can you confirm, in relation to the roll-out of Basic Command Units, whether the merging of 
child protection functions has been delayed and as a result will not be merged until next year?   
Please provide an update as to when all child protection functions will be fully merged in Basic 
Command Units? 
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DBS checks 
Question No: 2018/2079 
Caroline Pidgeon  
In response to Question 2018/1734 in July, you told me that "Metropolitan Police Service 
(MPS) performance on Disclosure & Barring Service (DBS) checks has improved immensely". 
Can you confirm, as exposed by the Sunday Times on 19 August 2018, that in the last six 
months of 2016, senior Metropolitan police officers decided to temporarily relax the vetting 
system after being criticised for delays? If so, how many cases were closed under this relaxed 
system and how can you assure members of the public that performance has not just improved 
by undertaking incredibly alarming shortcuts? 

Private rented sector 
Question No: 2018/2080 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Did you respond to the Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local Government's 
consultation 'Overcoming the barriers to longer tenancies in the private rented sector'? If so, 
what were your comments? 

Safer Neighbourhood Boards (1) 
Question No: 2018/2081 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please list the dates of each Safer Neighbourhood Board's (a) last meeting and (b) public 
meeting. 

Safer Neighbourhood Boards (2) 
Question No: 2018/2082 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Every year, each London Borough is allocated a ring-fenced sum of £5,200 from the Safer 
Neighbourhood Fund to support administration and management of the Safer Neighbourhood 
Boards. If a Board is not functioning, what happens to this money? 

Safer Neighbourhood Boards (3) 
Question No: 2018/2083 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please detail how much funding has been allocated from the Safer Neighbourhood Board Fund 
to each London Borough, in (a) 2016/17 and (b) 2017/18. 

Business crime (1) 
Question No: 2018/2084 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Do you have any plans to develop a Business Crime Strategy for London? 
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Business crime (2) 
Question No: 2018/2085 
Caroline Pidgeon  
You've previously said that where a business is situated within a Business Improvement District 
there may be funding available for crime reduction measures. How much funding was made 
available for this in (a) 2016/17 and (b) 2017/18 for each Business Improvement District in 
London? 

Business Crime Reduction Partnerships 
Question No: 2018/2086 
Caroline Pidgeon  
How many Business Crime Reduction Partnerships are currently in operation in London? How 
are you supporting these Partnerships? 

'Out of hours' 999 calls (1) 
Question No: 2018/2087 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please provide the (a) average waiting times and (b) volume of calls for the Metropolitan 
Police's 999 telephone line between the hours of 9pm and 6am for the past two years, broken 
down per month. 

'Out of hours' 999 calls (2) 
Question No: 2018/2088 
Caroline Pidgeon  
How many 999 calls to the Metropolitan Police between the hours of 9pm and 6am have been 
diverted to police control rooms outside of London since January 2018. Please break this down 
per month and list the names of the forces these calls were diverted to. 

Victims Reference Group (1) 
Question No: 2018/2089 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please list the names of all those who sit on the Victims Reference Group. 

Victims Reference Group (2) 
Question No: 2018/2090 
Caroline Pidgeon  
What was the criteria used in establishing who would sit on the Victims Reference Group? 
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Victims Reference Group (3) 
Question No: 2018/2091 
Caroline Pidgeon  
How often does the Victims Reference Group meet and are minutes of these meetings made 
publicly available? 

Restorative Justice 
Question No: 2018/2092 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Will you ensure that User Satisfaction Survey results on restorative justice are made publicly 
available on the MOPAC website? 

Restore:London (1) 
Question No: 2018/2093 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Will you consider extending the Restore:London Consortium contract so that restorative justice 
can be properly established in London? 

Restore:London (2) 
Question No: 2018/2094 
Caroline Pidgeon  
If you decide not to renew the Restore:London Consortium contract once it ends in March 
2019, will you make sure that the public are made aware of future plans for restorative justice 
once they are in place? 

Restore:London (3) 
Question No: 2018/2095 
Caroline Pidgeon  
What consideration have you given to extending the Restore:London restorative justice service 
to cases where the offender is under 18? 

Rogue Landlord and Agent Checker 
Question No: 2018/2096 
Caroline Pidgeon  
In July, a landlord who owns 30 properties in Waltham Forest was found guilty of creating false 
gas safety certificates and was fined for his offences. Given the seriousness of this act of fraud, 
do you not agree that such an offence should warrant inclusion on the public tier of your 
Rogue Landlord and Agent Checker? 
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Wimbledon police station closure (1) 
Question No: 2018/2097 
Caroline Pidgeon  
In light of the High Court ruling that the closure of Wimbledon police station was unlawful, and 
further criticism of your entire consultation process, what actions will you be taking to address 
the shortcomings of the consultation and ensure that lessons have been learnt? 

Wimbledon police station closure (2) 
Question No: 2018/2098 
Caroline Pidgeon  
What are the next steps and when can we expect MOPAC to make a decision in terms of 
reconsidering the closure of Wimbledon police station? 

Safer Neighbourhood Teams 
Question No: 2018/2099 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please provide a breakdown of the number of all Safer Neighbourhood Police Officers and 
Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs) for each Borough and ward. 

Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs) 
Question No: 2018/2100 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please provide details of how many PCSO posts are currently vacant, and in which wards. 
Please also provide the reason for the vacancy and how long the post has been vacant for. 

Screening out crime 
Question No: 2018/2101 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please provide a breakdown of how many crimes, per month and per crime type, have been 
screened out in the last 12 months. 

Metropolitan Police response times 
Question No: 2018/2102 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please provide the average Metropolitan Police response times for (i) 999 calls needing 
"immediate" emergency assistance and (ii) 999 calls classed as being of "significant" urgency 
since January 2018. Please provide a breakdown per month, and per borough. 
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MERLIN ACN (Adult Come to Notice) reports 
Question No: 2018/2103 
Caroline Pidgeon  
How does the Metropolitan Police promote multi-agency working to ensure that where a 
MERLIN ACN (Adult Come to Notice) report is generated, but those involved now live outside 
London, the information is still acted upon by local councils and their children's services? 

CCTV on public transport 
Question No: 2018/2104 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Will you encourage Transport for London, and all public transport operators across London, to 
increase their retention time limits for CCTV evidence to 30 days, to better enable victims of 
crime to secure justice? 

Strip searches by the police 
Question No: 2018/2105 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Will you consider running a trial collecting data on the effectiveness of strip searches i.e. how 
many of these result in the discovery of drugs, weapons or other contraband? 

Tree planting by Transport for London (1) 
Question No: 2018/2106 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Further to your answer to Question 2018/1299 where it was stated that Transport for London 
no longer has a dedicated budget for tree planting, please clarify how you intend to meet 
proposal 43 of your Transport Strategy of ensuring that street tree numbers on the Transport 
for London Road Network increase by 1 per cent every year between 2016 and 2025. 

Tree planting by Transport for London (2) 
Question No: 2018/2107 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please state by how much the number of street trees increased along the Transport for London 
Road Network in the years (a) 2016 - 2017, and (b) 2017 - 2018. 
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Hammersmith Bridge (1) 
Question No: 2018/2108 
Caroline Pidgeon  
In answer to Question 2018/0626 you stated: "Based on the latest information that Transport 
for London (TfL) has received from the borough, it is anticipated that main construction will 
start on site in autumn 2019". Yet until recently Hammersmith & Fulham Council stated on 
their website that strengthening work on the bridge will commence in the second half of 2018.  
Will you now ensure that local residents and users of the bridge, including many bus 
passengers, are finally provided with accurate information as to the steps that are being taken 
to fully repair and strengthen this bridge and the timescale? 

Hammersmith Bridge (2) 
Question No: 2018/2109 
Caroline Pidgeon  
In answer to Question 2017/4907 you stated that as of December 2017 Transport for London's 
cost of supervising bus movements over Hammersmith Bridge to ensure the public remains safe 
and weight restrictions are adhered to has been £284,000.  Please provide an update as to the 
current cost to date faced by Transport for London in providing wardens supervising weight 
restrictions on this bridge? 

Hammersmith Bridge (3) 
Question No: 2018/2110 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Will any decision by Transport for London to fund the repair and strengthening of 
Hammersmith Bridge first go before a Transport for London Board meeting? 

Boxing day services on the London Overground 
Question No: 2018/2111 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Transport for London is already publicising that the London Overground will be closed between 
Romford to Upminister from the 23 to 28 December this year.   Further to the lack of any 
information provided in your answer to Question 2018/1711, can you please provide an update 
as to what, if any, services will be provided on Boxing Day on the London Overground this year. 

Pedestrianisation of Parliament Square 
Question No: 2018/2112 
Caroline Pidgeon  
You have long advocated pedestrianising Parliament Square. Please state what steps you have 
taken to ensure this happens? 
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Highbury Corner 
Question No: 2018/2113 
Caroline Pidgeon  
It has been reported by the Islington Gazette newspaper that contractors for Transport for 
London (TfL) laid the wrong paving at Highbury Corner.  Please state the cost of initially 
installing the paving and the cost for the replacement the paving.  Please also state what steps 
have been undertaken to investigate why such a serious mistake occurred in a contract set by 
TfL and confirm that the contractor rather than TfL will be picking up this bill. 

Bus trips in London 
Question No: 2018/2114 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Transport for London claims in a recent document 'Future plans for the bus network' that it 
wishes to see the number of daily bus trips growing from 3.4 million to more than 5 million by 
2041.  Will you set out any interim targets relating to this objective, including what you expect 
the number of bus trips in London will be by 2020? 

Bus Safety Incident Time-Series Data in TfL's Quarterly Health & Safety 
Report 
Question No: 2018/2115 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Further to your response to Question 2018/1722, can you confirm that bus safety data 
information will regularly appear in all future Quarterly health and safety reports? 

Memorialising Crossrail Deaths and Vision Zero 
Question No: 2018/2116 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Further to your reply to Question 2018/1301, please provide an update as to when a plaque 
will be installed at Fisher Street Headhouse to commemorate Renè Tkàčik who tragically died 
while working on the project in 2014.  Please also state whether there are any plans relating to 
memorialising the three cyclists and one pedestrian killed by Crossrail Contractors' lorries 
between 14 November 2010 and 10 February 2016?  

Cash Payment to Transport for London's former Managing Director for 
Surface Transport for "Loss of Office" 
Question No: 2018/2117 
Caroline Pidgeon  
An Evening Standard report on the 31 May 2018 referred to £444,598 "compensation for loss 
of office" paid to Transport for London's outgoing Managing Director for Surface Transport, 
yet a TfL statement that appears on TfL's website of 8 September 2017 states that he "had 
intended to retire in 2015 but agreed to stay on after my appointment as Commissioner."  If 
the former Managing Director for Surface Transport intended to retire, how do you justify this 
massive payment? 
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Applying "Board Composition Requirements" found in the Conditions of 
the 26 June Uber Decision to TfL Surface Transport Contractor Contracts 
Question No: 2018/2118 
Caroline Pidgeon  
According to Clause 1 of the Uber London Limited judgment made by the Westminster 
Magistrates Court on the 26 June 2018, Uber "shall maintain a Board, comprising at least three 
independent directors who shall be in the majority (one of whom shall be the Chair) and at 
least two executive directors".  In the interest of improving the operational safety performance 
of its Surface Transport contractors, will the Mayor seek to compel all relevant companies to 
maintain a Board composition where independent directors shall be in the majority, one of 
whom shall be the Chair?  

Applying "Independent Assurance Procedures" found in the Conditions 
of the 26 June Uber Decision to TfL Surface Transport Contractor 
Contracts 
Question No: 2018/2119 
Caroline Pidgeon  
According to Clause 4 of the Uber London Limited judgment made by the Westminster 
Magistrates Court on the 26 June 2018, Uber must comply with a number of well-defined 
"assurance" conditions. In the interest of improving the operational safety performance of its 
surface transport contractors, will the Mayor seek to compel all relevant companies to adhere 
to similar "independent assurance" procedures? 

Applying "Complaints Handling Procedures" found in the Conditions of 
the 26 June Uber Decision to TfL Surface Transport Contracts 
Question No: 2018/2120 
Caroline Pidgeon  
According to Clause 12 of the Uber London Limited judgment made by the Westminster 
Magistrates Court on the 26 June 2018, Uber must comply with a number of well-defined 
complaints handling conditions. In the interest of improving the operational safety performance 
of its Surface Transport Contractors will the Mayor seek to compel all relevant companies to 
adhere to similar "Complaints Handling" procedures? 

Reporting smoky vehicles 
Question No: 2018/2121 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please state whether you have any plans to create a website or provide another form of public 
access for members of the public to report vehicles that are creating unnecessary pollution due 
to their exhausts needing to be maintained or replaced? 
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Camberwell Station 
Question No: 2018/2122 
Caroline Pidgeon  
In answer to question 2017/3325 you stated: "Transport for London (TfL) is carrying out a 
study of the potential benefits and costs of re-opening Camberwell National Rail station on its 
former site, and of introducing an associated extra stop on Thameslink services to serve 
Camberwell."  The report is now public, could you please set out what actions TfL is now taking 
to help re-open Camberwell station? 

Trustees of the Garden Bridge Trust 
Question No: 2018/2123 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Following the published legal advice by Jason Coppel QC that stated: "It is likely that the 
Trustees of the Trust had breached their duty to act with reasonable skill and care in relation to 
the construction contract with Bouygues", what steps do you intend to take to ensure that 
further investigations are undertaken into Transport for London's handling of the awarding of 
public money to the Garden Bridge Trust? 

Heat levels of the Central Line 
Question No: 2018/2124 
Caroline Pidgeon  
While recognising that it will be a number of years before new rolling stock with air 
conditioning can be fully introduced onto the Central Line, please set out the steps that are 
being taken to reduce heat levels and assist passengers on this line during periods of high 
temperature. 

Crossrail (1) 
Question No: 2018/2125 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Further to your answer to Mayoral Question 2018/1611 you stated on 21st June 2018 that: 
"The Elizabeth Line is now 93 per cent complete and will transform travel across the capital 
when it opens. Thanks to the expertise and monumental efforts of everyone involved, it 
remains on course to open as planned in December 2018." Further, a TfL Board paper titled 
Crossrail Update, of the 25th July 2018, stated: "Progress is being made across all areas of the 
programme; however significant cost and schedule pressures remain across the project. These 
continue to be actively managed by Crossrail Limited and TfL and the focus remains on the 
successful introduction of Elizabeth line services in the Central Section (between Paddington 
Low Level and Abbey Wood) which remains on course to open as planned in December this 
year." 

Please state in detail what developed in the last 10 weeks to lead to the expected opening 
across London to be postponed by nine months. 
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Crossrail (2) 
Question No: 2018/2126 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Following the announcement on the 31st August 2018 that the opening of Crossrail across 
London has been postponed until Autumn 2019 please state the exact date that you were first 
briefed of the need for the opening to be postponed? 

Crossrail (3) 
Question No: 2018/2127 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please state the estimated (a) loss in fare revenue, and (b) additional expenditure required to 
complete the project, that will arise from the postponement of the opening of Crossrail across 
London until Autumn 2019. 

Crossrail (4) 
Question No: 2018/2128 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Following the announcement on the 31st August 2018 that the opening of Crossrail across 
London has been postponed until Autumn 2019 will you instruct TfL to review is plans to alter 
bus routes which are currently based on the premise of Crossrail across London opening by 
December 2018. 

Rehabilitation from Gang Activities 
Question No: 2018/2130 
Jennette Arnold  
What is being done to encourage disaffected young people to move away from gang activities 
and to rehabilitate them back into communities? 

Pan Gang Exit Service Referrals for Waltham Forest 
Question No: 2018/2131 
Jennette Arnold  
How many Waltham Forest residents have been referred to the pan-London Gang Exit Service? 

Completion of Pan Gang Exit Service Programme in Waltham Forest 
Question No: 2018/2132 
Jennette Arnold  
What proportion of the Waltham Forest residents referred to the pan-London Gang Exit Service 
completed the programme? 
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Reoffending Amongst Those Referred to -pan-London Gang Exit Service 
in Waltham Forest 
Question No: 2018/2133 
Jennette Arnold  
How many of the Waltham Forest residents referred to the pan-London Gang Exit Service have 
gone on to reoffend? 

Pan Gang Exit Service Referrals for London 
Question No: 2018/2134 
Jennette Arnold  
How many people in total have been referred to the pan-London Gang Exit Service? 

Completion of Pan Gang Exit Service Programme in London 
Question No: 2018/2135 
Jennette Arnold  
How many people in total have completed the pan-London Gang Exit Service programme? 

Reoffending Amongst Those Referred to Pan Gang Exit Service in 
London 
Question No: 2018/2136 
Jennette Arnold  
How many people referred to the pan-London Gang Exit Service have gone on to reoffend? 

Prevention of Drug Use and Support for Drug Addiction 
Question No: 2018/2137 
Jennette Arnold  
As abuse and recreational drug use are causal factors in the evolution of gangs into criminal 
businesses (Postcodes to Profit study, 2017) what is being done to prevent drug use and 
support those with debilitating addictions thus cutting off the economic power of these gangs? 

SEND Funding Providing Enough Opportunity for Children 
Question No: 2018/2138 
Jennette Arnold  
With funding for SEND not rising to meet the increasing levels of pupils requiring help to 
support their learning can we be satisfied that children in London are being given the 
opportunity to achieve their potential? 
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School Places in the Right Locations 
Question No: 2018/2139 
Jennette Arnold  
As London's children have just returned to school, is the Mayor satisfied that schools are 
located in the right place to meet population demand and changes? What steps is the Mayor 
taking with partners to help ensure that there are enough school places in the right locations? 

Adult Education Budget Devolution 
Question No: 2018/2140 
Jennette Arnold  
Are preparations for the devolution of the Adult Education Budget to London in 2019/20 on 
track? 

Sign up for the London Curriculum 2018/19 
Question No: 2018/2141 
Jennette Arnold  
How many schools have signed up to the London Curriculum this year, what proportion of the 
total number of schools in London does this represent, and what plans does the Mayor have to 
increase this number so that more children can benefit? 

Contribution of BAME Communities to London 
Question No: 2018/2142 
Jennette Arnold  
How does the Mayor intend to promote the 'hidden' stories of people from BAME communities 
who have made outstanding contributions to the life of our city during Black History Month? 

ULEZ as a Retrospective Tax On Old Diesel Cars 
Question No: 2018/2143 
Jennette Arnold  
How can the Mayor reassure Londoners that the ULEZ is not a retrospective tax on those 
unable to afford newer diesel cars? 

Curtailment of the 277 bus route 
Question No: 2018/2144 
Jennette Arnold  
What contingency plans have been put in place to ensure that TfL customers are not 
unnecessarily inconvenienced by the curtailment of the 277 bus route? 
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Buses running on the 60 route 
Question No: 2018/2145 
Jennette Arnold  
As previous users of the 277 route have been told that the 60 route is the recommended 
alternative, how many extra 60 route buses per hour are running now, compared to this time in 
2017, to meet the needs of previous 277 route users? 

Changes to bus services in Walthamstow 
Question No: 2018/2146 
Jennette Arnold  
Please explain how my constituents in Walthamstow are being encouraged to go car-free when 
popular bus routes that provide access to hospitals and local amenities like the W12 and 48 are 
being threatened with closure and services are being reduced? 

Glyphosate 
Question No: 2018/2148 
Leonie Cooper  
In July, the Mayor responded to my questions on Transport for London (TfL) use of glyphosate 
with information about how much is used on the tube & rail network. However, since answering 
that question, a California court has ruled in favour of a groundskeeper who claimed that he 
developed terminal cancer as a result of spraying glyphosate-based pesticide Roundup for his 
whole career. In light of this, will the Mayor be seeking to end the use of glyphosate sooner 
than planned by working with TfL and other partners to accelerate the transition to safe and 
environmentally friendly weed control methods in London? 

Energy Efficiency Fund (1) 
Question No: 2018/2149 
Leonie Cooper  
Has the Mayor's Energy Efficiency Fund started operation yet? 

Energy Efficiency Fund (2) 
Question No: 2018/2150 
Leonie Cooper  
What are the Mayor's Energy Efficiency Fund targets over the coming year? 

Flex London Project 
Question No: 2018/2151 
Leonie Cooper  
What is the rationale behind the Flex London project? 
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Smart London Board 
Question No: 2018/2152 
Leonie Cooper  
With reference to Question 2017/4442, are papers from the Smart London Board meetings 
now published online? 

Government Consultation Papers 
Question No: 2018/2153 
Leonie Cooper  
Can you list all Government consultation papers you have responded to in 2018? Which of 
these responses is posted on the GLA website? 

Metropolitan Police Service Energy (1) 
Question No: 2018/2154 
Leonie Cooper  
How is the Metropolitan Police Service energy supply procured?  

Metropolitan Police Service Energy (2) 
Question No: 2018/2155 
Leonie Cooper  
What were the Metropolitan Police Service energy costs for each year from 2010 and what are 
they projected to be to 2020? 

London Fire Brigade Energy (1) 
Question No: 2018/2156 
Leonie Cooper  
How is the London Fire Brigade's energy supply procured? 

London Fire Brigade Energy (2) 
Question No: 2018/2157 
Leonie Cooper  
What were the London Fire Brigade's energy costs for each year from 2010 and what are they 
projected to be to 2020? 

Transport for London Energy 
Question No: 2018/2158 
Leonie Cooper  
With close to 50% of Transport for London's (TfL) energy procurement costs of £665m made 
up of levies and taxes, has TfL explored options for developing and owning its electricity 
generation assets on TfL land using private wire supply to help reduce present and future 
energy costs? 
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Greenwich Power Station 
Question No: 2018/2159 
Leonie Cooper  
Please provide an update on Greenwich Power Station's refurbishment project. 

Zero Carbon Network (1) 
Question No: 2018/2160 
Leonie Cooper  
What strategy does Transport for London have in place to secure the Mayor's target for a zero 
carbon network by 2030? 

Zero Carbon Network (2) 
Question No: 2018/2161 
Leonie Cooper  
When will Transport for London publish its plans to achieve a zero carbon network by 2030? 

Solar Rooftops 
Question No: 2018/2162 
Leonie Cooper  
What progress has there been made by Transport for London to identify buildings that can 
incorporate solar rooftops across its portfolio of 1,000 buildings? 

Fuel Poverty Partnership (1) 
Question No: 2018/2163 
Leonie Cooper  
How many times have the Fuel Poverty Partnership met so far in 2018? 

Fuel Poverty Partnership (2) 
Question No: 2018/2164 
Leonie Cooper  
Will all papers from the Fuel Poverty Partnership meetings be published online? 

Fuel Poverty Partnership (3) 
Question No: 2018/2165 
Leonie Cooper  
What are the key goals over the coming year of the GLA Fuel Poverty Partnership? 
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Decentralised Energy 
Question No: 2018/2166 
Leonie Cooper  
What are your priorities in relation to your stated action in the London Environment Strategy to 
"Lobby government to deliver improved national standards for decentralised energy"? 

Environment Devolution 
Question No: 2018/2167 
Leonie Cooper  
What environmental devolution issues have you discussed with the Metro Mayors? 

Infrastructure High Level Group (1) 
Question No: 2018/2168 
Leonie Cooper  
How many meetings have taken place of your Infrastructure High Level Group? 

Infrastructure High Level Group (2) 
Question No: 2018/2169 
Leonie Cooper  
Will all papers from the Infrastructure High Level Group meetings be published online? 

Cycling Infrastructure (1) 
Question No: 2018/2170 
Leonie Cooper  
A constituent would like to know, why has there only been 9 miles of cycling infrastructure, all 
approved by the previous Mayor, built since the new Mayor has been in post two years ago? 

Cycling Infrastructure (2) 
Question No: 2018/2171 
Leonie Cooper  
A constituent would like to know, what are the cycling infrastructure outputs of the Cycling 
and Pedestrian Commissioner? 

Cycling Infrastructure (3) 
Question No: 2018/2172 
Leonie Cooper  
A constituent would like to know, who sets the objectives and time-scale for improving cycling 
infrastructure in London? 
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Dangerous Junctions 
Question No: 2018/2173 
Leonie Cooper  
A constituent would like to know, can the Mayor provide an update on why the previously 
identified dangerous junctions (including Holborn where another cyclist was killed two weeks 
ago) have not been upgraded? 

Cycle Routes 
Question No: 2018/2174 
Leonie Cooper  
A constituent would like to know, what is the update on delivering the new cycle routes the 
Mayor announced in January? 

Cycle Superhighways 
Question No: 2018/2175 
Leonie Cooper  
A constituent would like to know, what are the delivery dates for the new cycle superhighways 
identified three years ago? 

Cycling Budget 
Question No: 2018/2176 
Leonie Cooper  
A constituent would like to know, the cycling budget is projected to be underspent - why has 
the Mayor allowed this to happen? 

Railway Arches (1) 
Question No: 2018/2178 
Tom Copley  
In November 2017, Network Rail announced they were selling their Commercial Estate business 
in England and Wales, which include railway arches. What consideration, if any, have you given 
to purchasing the railway arches within London? 

Railway Arches (2) 
Question No: 2018/2179 
Tom Copley  
Transport for London owns 1,000 retail units and 800 railway arches. How many of each are let 
directly to national chains? 
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Railway Arches (3) 
Question No: 2018/2180 
Tom Copley  
Transport for London owns 1,000 retail units and 800 railway arches. What is the current value 
of those assets? 

Railway Arches (4) 
Question No: 2018/2181 
Tom Copley  
Transport for London (TfL) owns 1,000 retail units and 800 railway arches. What rental income 
did TfL receive in 2017/18 and what income is expected to be received for every financial year 
of the TfL business plan? 

London Living Rent homes 
Question No: 2018/2182 
Tom Copley  
Could you provide the number of starts on site and completions of London Living Rent homes, 
separate from Shared Ownership, in 2017-18 and provisionally for 2018-19, broken down by 
individual London Borough? 

Temperatures on the London Underground 
Question No: 2018/2183 
Tom Copley  
With warnings that this summer's high temperatures won't just be a one off, and given that the 
introduction of new trains with air conditioning is some years away, what action will TfL be 
taking to reduce temperatures on the London Underground during the summer months in 
coming years? 

Please ask me for my seat badge 
Question No: 2018/2184 
Tom Copley  
Following the success of the "Please offer me a seat" badges, a constituent has suggested that 
TfL introduce a "Please ask me for my seat badge" for people to wear on public transport to 
indicate that they would be happy to give up their seat to someone who needs it. Would you 
ask TfL to consider introducing such a badge? 

National Planning Policy Framework 
Question No: 2018/2185 
Tom Copley  
What assessment have you made of the Government's new draft National Planning Policy 
Framework? 
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Government's new draft National Planning Policy Framework 
Question No: 2018/2186 
Tom Copley  
In your view, does the government's new draft National Planning Policy Framework go far 
enough to close the 'viability loophole' which allows developers to get out their affordable 
housing obligations? 

New draft National Planning Policy Framework for affordable housing 
Question No: 2018/2187 
Tom Copley  
Will the requirement in the new draft National Planning Policy Framework for affordable 
housing targets in local plans to be viability tested affect your targets for 35% and 50% 
affordable housing on private sector and public sector land respectively? 

New homes on land it owns in Harrow 
Question No: 2018/2188 
Tom Copley  
I was pleased to read Transport for London's announcement of 400 new homes on land it owns 
in Harrow, 100% of which will be affordable. Please could you set out the proposed tenure 
breakdown of these homes? 

Police Training 
Question No: 2018/2190 
Unmesh Desai  
How are the Metropolitan Police Service working with the College of Policing to plan for the 
transition to a new training framework for new recruits once the current initial Police Learning 
Development Programme expires? 

Human Intelligence Sources 
Question No: 2018/2191 
Unmesh Desai  
How does the Metropolitan Police Service conduct risk assessments with regard to the use of 
juveniles used as covert intelligence sources? 

Antique Guns 
Question No: 2018/2192 
Unmesh Desai  
Will the Mayor join the West Midlands Police and Crime Commissioner, David Jamieson, who 
has called for the Government to make it harder for criminals to get their hands on antique 
guns which are turned into deadly weapons? 
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101 Calls 
Question No: 2018/2193 
Unmesh Desai  
What has been done to improve the call answer times of the 101 services? Have overall staffing 
levels of call handlers increased or decreased over the last 6 months? 

Closure of Frank Wang's Coffee Stand - Bethnal Green Tube Station 
Question No: 2018/2194 
Unmesh Desai  
Frank Wang has had his power supply removed by Transport for London and his livelihood is 
currently jeopardised until a solution that allows him to continue to trade is found.  Could the 
Mayor please advise what discussions he has had with TfL to resolve the issue? Could you 
please advise the timescales for any proposed action? 

Legal services and Brexit 
Question No: 2018/2196 
Andrew Dismore  
Reports suggest that companies are changing contracts to ensure disputes are heard in the EU 
rather than the UK courts; what are the implications for this for London's economy? 

Londoners in debt 
Question No: 2018/2197 
Andrew Dismore  
The increase in interest rates in August is likely to push increasing numbers of Londoners into 
debt, particularly as many are now borrowing to pay for necessities. There is also talk of 
another rise before we leave the EU. What action are you taking to help Londoners with this 
increase? 

Cost of Living 
Question No: 2018/2198 
Andrew Dismore  
Wages are not rising as fast as the cost of living and over half of Londoners in poverty are in a 
working family. What can the Government do to support your aim to make London a more 
affordable city to live in? 

London Living Wage 
Question No: 2018/2199 
Andrew Dismore  
Can you name the London boroughs which are London Living Wage accredited? Will you meet 
with the boroughs that are not accredited to tell them the benefits of paying the London Living 
Wage? 
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Gender pay gap 
Question No: 2018/2200 
Andrew Dismore  
What action can London's businesses take to close the gender pay gap and how are you 
supporting them to achieve this? 

London Living Wage and Brexit 
Question No: 2018/2201 
Andrew Dismore  
Will a no-deal scenario impact the ability of employers to pay the London Living Wage? 

Social Value Act 
Question No: 2018/2202 
Andrew Dismore  
I welcome that, as part of the implementation of your Responsible Procurement Policy, the 
GLA Group is exploring the possibility of setting a minimum threshold for social value. When do 
you expect to conduct this research? 

London Living Wage and Premier League football clubs 
Question No: 2018/2203 
Andrew Dismore  
Now that the new football season has begun, which Premier League clubs in London that have 
not yet gained London Living Wage accreditation have you written to and what was their 
response? 

Good Work Standard 
Question No: 2018/2204 
Andrew Dismore  
When do you expect to launch the Good Work Standard? 

Night time economy curfew (1) 
Question No: 2018/2205 
Andrew Dismore  
What impact will London Borough of Hackney's decision to implement a curfew have on 
London's night time economy? 

Night time economy curfew (2) 
Question No: 2018/2206 
Andrew Dismore  
What evidence is there that a curfew will reduce anti-social behaviour in London's night time 
economy? 
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Night time economy curfew (3) 
Question No: 2018/2207 
Andrew Dismore  
What do you think is the best way to reduce anti-social behaviour in London's night time 
economy? 

Rogue Landlords register 
Question No: 2018/2208 
Andrew Dismore  
How many rogue landlords are listed on your register per borough? 

Petrol Stations 
Question No: 2018/2210 
Andrew Dismore  
Can you provide details of how many petrol stations have each borough lost in the last 5, 10 
and 15 years? 

CS11 
Question No: 2018/2211 
Andrew Dismore  
What is the present position on CS11, including the start date for works at Swiss Cottage, and 
the park gate closures? 

Hampstead Heath Overground station 
Question No: 2018/2212 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to your answer to Question No: 2018/1786 on an ATM at Hampstead Heath 
Overground station, what assessment have you made of customer demand and what efforts 
have been made to secure an agreement with the ATM provider? 

240 Bus 
Question No: 2018/2213 
Andrew Dismore  
Metroline (with the permission of Transport for London) has reduced the service of the 240 bus 
from high-frequency - about every 7 minutes to low-frequency - to about every 14 minutes. As 
this bus service was a key factor in your approval of the planning application for the former 
NIMR building Mill Hill, being the only public transport link in an area that is categorised as 
having the lowest PTAL rating, will you arrange for the high frequency service to be restored? 
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20MPH speed limits 
Question No: 2018/2214 
Andrew Dismore  
The move towards 20MPH speed limits on Transport for London (TfL) road is welcome; what 
resources will be available to enforce the lower limits on TfL roads and what resources are 
available to enforce speed limits in the boroughs who have also introduced 20 MPH limits? 

Barking to Gospel Oak Line 
Question No: 2018/2215 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to your answer to Question No: 2018/1860, I understand that you are mistaken in 
much of your reply. There have been no additional trains operating "temporarily" on the 
Barking to Gospel Oak line. The five trains in question (PIXC-busters) have operated since 2013 
and until 19 May this year appeared in the published timetable. When these trains did not 
appear in the 20 May summer 2018 timetable, the Director of Rail gave an assurance that the 
trains would continue to run until the electric trains arrived in public service. However, these 
trains ceased to run after 29 June. This is because one of the eight 2-car diesel trains (172 
002) that maintained the Barking - Gospel Oak service had been transferred to West Midlands 
Trains in Birmingham. The drivers' diagrams (duties) for these five trains were withdrawn on 1 
July. Since then London Overground has not had enough rolling stock to run the current 
published timetable reliably, with 20 cancellations occurring on Sunday 22 July, for example. 
London Overground can clearly no longer operate the five trains in question, contrary to your 
assurances, so what can be done to sort out this service? 

Change of rules governing the Central London Congestion Zone 
Question No: 2018/2216 
Andrew Dismore  
A constituent has written to me, who bought a Toyota Yaris Hybrid which, with 75mg or less of 
CO2 emissions, currently qualifies for a 100% exemption from the congestion charge. However, 
as it is not wholly electric and therefore cannot run for 20 minutes without emissions, under the 
proposed new rules, it will no longer be exempt after the proposed start date of the new rules 
in April 2019. He does not have the option to buy a 100% electric car, as he lives in the heart 
of Hampstead without off-street parking, and there is no provision for charging points for 
residents like him. Is it fair that residents who bought vehicles in good faith under the old rules 
should be given such short notice of the need effectively to dispose of their vehicles; and could 
existing owners of such vehicles be given at least a further 2 years of grace before suffering 
removal of the current Congestion Charge exemption, which was the methodology adopted the 
last time the emission rules were tightened? 

Tube noise Mornington Crescent 
Question No: 2018/2217 
Andrew Dismore  
Residents who live near Mornington Crescent tube station are still suffering tube generated 
noise pollution many months after first complaining of it, and despite remedial works; what will 
Transport for London do, and when, to eliminate this noise, apparently from the Northern Line 
Charing Cross branch? 
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Falloden Way, A1 
Question No: 2018/2218 
Andrew Dismore  
There was yet another fatal accident on the A1 at Falloden Way on 9 August 2018. Local 
residents and I have consistently flagged our concerns about safety all along Falloden Way, 
from the junction with Brookland Rise to Ossulton Way, but Transport for London refuses to 
take any action. Will you ask them to look at safety here, and now come up with a set of 
proposals to make the road safe for all road and pavement users? 

Tube noise, Northern Line near Finchley Central 
Question No: 2018/2219 
Andrew Dismore  
Many residents have complained about the almost continuous (every two or three minutes) 
extremely loud and prolonged screeching noise coming from the Northern Line near Finchley 
Central at all hours the tube is operating. The prime source of this noise appears to be the bend 
in the track north-east of Finchley Central, but also along the tracks that have been replaced, 
both on the Barnet and Mill Hill East lines. This noise started after the bank holiday 
engineering works this year, during which Transport for London replaced the track bed with 
granite ballast, replaced the northbound rails, and installed new concrete sleepers. Automated 
train operation may be exacerbating the noise as trains approach the corner more aggressively 
than before. What will you do to tackle this noise which is the result of Transport for London's 
own works without consideration of the impact on residents nearby? 

Tube noise 
Question No: 2018/2220 
Andrew Dismore  
How many sites are there and where, with outstanding residents' complaints about excessive 
tube noise? In relation to each site, how many complaints are there; and in relation to each site, 
what is the timescale for remedial measures to take place; and in relation to which sites have 
Transport for London given up and residents have to grin and bear it? 

Tube temperatures 
Question No: 2018/2221 
Andrew Dismore  
This summer, passengers on some tube lines experienced temperatures over 30 degrees. Do 
you have a plan to ensure all carriages will in the future have air conditioning? 

Bus temperatures 
Question No: 2018/2222 
Andrew Dismore  
This summer passengers on the so called 'Boris Bus' new Routemasters experienced very high 
temperatures. Do you have a plan to deal with this? 
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Accident hotspots 
Question No: 2018/2223 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to question 2015/4136, could you provide a list of the ten most dangerous junctions in 
terms of pedestrian injury per London Assembly constituency. For 2014-2016 and 2016-2018 
please? 

274 bus routes 
Question No: 2018/2224 
Andrew Dismore  
Metroline (with the permission of Transport for London) intend on replacing the single decker 
274 bus with double-deckers. This has been done without consultation, and poses major 
complaints in areas such as Agar Grove in Camden, where trees have been trimmed back and 
enabling work has started. Will you ask TfL to reconsider this decision, and do a proper 
assessment of the impact of the decision, taking into account the strength of the road to take 
heavier vehicles, and the impact on water pipes, of which several have already burst locally due 
to other heavy construction vehicle traffic? 

Dogs trapped in cars 
Question No: 2018/2225 
Andrew Dismore  
What advice are you giving to those who see dogs left unattended in hot cars? 

Stirling Corner 
Question No: 2018/2226 
Andrew Dismore  
Could I have an update on plans to improve pedestrian and cyclist crossing at Stirling Corner 
please? 

Road Safety in Whetstone 
Question No: 2018/2227 
Andrew Dismore  
When will the negotiations between Barnet Council and Transport for London over road safety 
measures for the Sweets Way development affecting High Road/Friern Barnet Lane be started 
and completed? 

Hate Preachers on Oxford Street 
Question No: 2018/2228 
Andrew Dismore  
What steps are you taking to deal with hate preachers on Oxford Street, who harass tourists by 
repeating anti-Semitic slurs? 
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Judicial review on police station closures 
Question No: 2018/2229 
Andrew Dismore  
What are the lessons for the Mayor's Office for Policing and Crime to learn about consultation 
from the Judicial review on police station closures? 

Met Detectives 
Question No: 2018/2230 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to your answer to Question No: 2018/1858 which indicated that the Met had 482 
Detective Constable vacancies, how many passed out in the first cohort of direct entry 
detectives and how many are expected to do so in further cohorts following later this year? 

Moped crime in Camden 
Question No: 2018/2231 
Andrew Dismore  
What is the present incidence of moped crime in Camden, compared to a year ago; and what 
steps have been taken to reduce this crime in Camden? 

Police funding 
Question No: 2018/2232 
Andrew Dismore  
The Leader of Barnet Council has said that police reserves should be used to fund police 
officers on an ongoing basis. Do you consider that this would be imprudent? 

Appropriate Adults [1] 
Question No: 2018/2233 
Andrew Dismore  
Will the Mayor's Office for Policing and Crime be adopting the recommendation made in Home 
Office's release of voluntary guidance on an 'Appropriate Adult PCC-Local Authority 
Partnership Agreement' for Police and Crime Commissioners to provide a demand profile for 
appropriate adults within their area? 

Appropriate Adults [2] 
Question No: 2018/2234 
Andrew Dismore  
What would this arrangement look like in London given the Police and Crime Commissioner 
covers 32 different local authorities? 
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Appropriate Adults [3] 
Question No: 2018/2235 
Andrew Dismore  
The 32 London boroughs operate in a different context to other local authorities across 
England and Wales when providing/commissioning appropriate adult services. London 
boroughs are more closely tied together by geography and transport networks, their basic 
command units span multiple local authorities as a result of the borough mergers, custody 
suites often serve police units outside of the borough and the demand profile of individual 
boroughs for appropriate adult services may be low. As a result, there is scope for economies of 
scale to be realised if boroughs work together to provide/commission appropriate adult 
services. Given this unique context, what role does the Mayor's Office for Policing and Crime 
play in encouraging the provision/commissioning of appropriate adults across the 32 
boroughs? 

Wanstead flats and other park fires 
Question No: 2018/2236 
Andrew Dismore  
Following the Wanstead flats blaze and many other park fires made worse by the unusually hot 
and dry summer, have you had any discussions with the London Fire Brigade and relevant park 
authorities on creating natural fire breaks in London's open spaces to slow the spread of future 
fires? 

Drought preparedness (1) 
Question No: 2018/2237 
Andrew Dismore  
The severe drought scoping study published in October 2017 made six recommendations 
covering research and risks, a full severe drought plan and exercise, and long-term preventative 
work. Please can you provide an update on the activities you have taken or encouraged 
partners to take to follow up these recommendations? 

Drought preparedness (2) 
Question No: 2018/2238 
Andrew Dismore  
Does the London Resilience Forum have a timeframe to update the 2015 Drought Response 
Framework? 

Heatwave resilience (1) 
Question No: 2018/2239 
Andrew Dismore  
The summer 2018 heatwave emphasised the vulnerability of many hospitals and care homes 
that do not have facilities to cope with extreme heat. What discussions have you had with 
health and social care partners to improve the heat resilience of their facilities? 
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Heatwave resilience (2) 
Question No: 2018/2240 
Andrew Dismore  
Have you considered making RE:FIT and RE:NEW funding available for carbon-neutral or saving 
schemes that also contribute to cooling buildings and places? 

Heatwave resilience (3) 
Question No: 2018/2241 
Andrew Dismore  
What assurances have you received from the Government that EU funding for RE:NEW and 
RE:FIT will be maintained following Brexit? 

Local Authorities and Failing Schools 
Question No: 2018/2242 
Len Duvall  
Thank you for your response to my MQ 2018/1806. I would appreciate if you could expand in 
some detail as to what you envisage the Local Authority role to be. 

Local Authorities and Support to Schools 
Question No: 2018/2243 
Len Duvall  
Does the Mayor agree that Local Authorities have a wider role in preventing schools from 
failing, not just by supporting those that unfortunately do fail, but in establishing close and 
trusted relationships with all schools? And if so, what support is he able to offer Local 
Authorities to achieve this aim? 

Lessons from the Learning Disabilities Mortality Review (1) 
Question No: 2018/2244 
Len Duvall  
The Learning Disabilities Mortality Review (LeDeR), conducted by the University of Bristol's 
Norah Fry Centre, has tracked the care and conditions of people with learning disabilities who 
have died in the last two years, and included pilots in Lambeth, Richmond, Kingston, Camden, 
Islington and Tower Hamlets. What engagement, if any, have you had with this programme? 

Lessons from the Learning Disabilities Mortality Review (2) 
Question No: 2018/2245 
Len Duvall  
Young people with disabilities tracked by the LeDeR programme were particularly likely to die 
in hospital. Will you encourage support groups for these young people to access resources 
through the Young Londoners Fund, and offer guidance on what else you can do to help young 
people with disabilities? 
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Lessons from the Learning Disabilities Mortality Review (3) 
Question No: 2018/2246 
Len Duvall  
Nine recommendations are made by the LeDeR report, for the NHS, social services, and all 
other organisations involved in the health care of people with disabilities. Will you use your 
position on the London Health Board and work with London Councils to increase awareness 
and take-up of these? 

Lessons from the Learning Disabilities Mortality Review (4) 
Question No: 2018/2247 
Len Duvall  
As the LeDeR report sets out, too often people with disabilities do not receive sensitive or 
joined-up care. Nonetheless, there are many examples of health and social services staff, 
including admin and auxiliary workers, going the extra mile. Will you consider ways you can 
champion these cases and make sure more people in London have the knowledge and skill to 
give excellent care in their own practice? 

The Inclusive Transport Strategy 
Question No: 2018/2249 
Florence Eshalomi  
The Inclusive Transport Strategy has recommended that "shared Space" schemes are paused. 
Do you support such a pause and will this affect any Transport for London schemes? 

Back the Bakerloo Campaign 
Question No: 2018/2250 
Florence Eshalomi  
Are you supportive of the Back the Bakerloo campaign run by Southwark and Lewisham 
Councils? 

Bakerloo Line Extension (1) 
Question No: 2018/2251 
Florence Eshalomi  
When will Transport for London publish a report addressing the issues raised by the Bakerloo 
line extension consultation that ended in April 2017? 

Bakerloo Line Extension (2) 
Question No: 2018/2252 
Florence Eshalomi  
In December 2015, Transport for London said, "Funding options for the extension are being 
considered. There is potential to look at similar funding mechanisms as that being used for the 
Northern line extension, seeking contributions from new residential and commercial 
developments along the proposed extension." Please update me on what funding options have 
been considered and what conclusions, if any, TfL has come to on the financing of the project? 
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Stabbings in Lambeth 
Question No: 2018/2253 
Florence Eshalomi  
Can you tell me the number of stabbing incidents that have been recorded in Lambeth for each 
month this year? 

Stabbings in Southwark 
Question No: 2018/2254 
Florence Eshalomi  
Can you tell me the number of stabbing incidents that have been recorded in Southwark for 
each month this year? 

Shootings in Lambeth 
Question No: 2018/2255 
Florence Eshalomi  
Can you tell me the number of incidents involving gun shots that have been recorded in 
Lambeth for each month this year? 

Shootings in Southwark 
Question No: 2018/2256 
Florence Eshalomi  
Can you tell me the number of incidents involving gun shots that have been recorded in 
Southwark for each month this year? 

Gun and knife crime 
Question No: 2018/2257 
Florence Eshalomi  
Given that the issues surrounding gun and knife crime is continuing, what additional measures 
are the Mayor and and the Mayor's Office for Policing and Crime considering to help deal with 
the problem? 

Resident-lead housing schemes 
Question No: 2018/2258 
Florence Eshalomi  
Given the success of the resident-lead JMB Leathermarket housing scheme in Southwark, is the 
Mayor looking at the possibility of adopting similar models across London? 
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Foodbank usage 
Question No: 2018/2259 
Florence Eshalomi  
Following the Trussell Trust's call for the public to donate to their local food bank during the 
summer holidays owing to increasing demand from families who rely on free school meals 
during term time, what steps will you be taking to address the continued high number of 
Londoners forced to rely on emergency provision of food? 

Affordable Housing Definitions 
Question No: 2018/2261 
Nicky Gavron  
Do you support the inclusion of "starter homes" in the National Planning Policy Framework 
definition of "affordable housing"? 

Community Housing Fund 
Question No: 2018/2262 
Nicky Gavron  
The recently announced Community Housing Fund does not apply to London. The prospectus 
states, "The Government is working with the Greater London Authority to develop a similar 
scheme in London". Can you provide an update on this scheme? 

Climate Change and the London Plan 
Question No: 2018/2263 
Nicky Gavron  
Following the "Heatwaves: adapting to climate change" report by the House of Commons 
Environmental Audit Committee can you outline what your draft London Plan does to ensure 
homes and transport networks are able to deal with extreme heat, and that London will have 
green spaces and heat-resilient infrastructure? 

Density Policy (1) 
Question No: 2018/2264 
Nicky Gavron  
What evidence do you have that existing London Plan policy on density has constrained 
housing output? 

Density Policy (2) 
Question No: 2018/2265 
Nicky Gavron  
Have you modelled the impact of changes in density policy on land values and housing 
affordability? 
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Density Policy (3) 
Question No: 2018/2266 
Nicky Gavron  
Do you consider that there will be any impact of the proposed policy changes on design 
standards, such as internal and external space; privacy and overlooking; daylight and sunlight? 

Density Policy (4) 
Question No: 2018/2267 
Nicky Gavron  
Should there be an assessment of the specific proposed changes in density policy in the 
integrated impact assessment? 

Density Policy (5) 
Question No: 2018/2268 
Nicky Gavron  
Will boroughs be required to set out policies for density, including appropriate locations of 
higher density schemes, within their local plans? 

Density Policy (6) 
Question No: 2018/2269 
Nicky Gavron  
What factors are to be included in the proposed management plans for high density schemes? 
How are these to be assessed? 

Density Policy (7) 
Question No: 2018/2270 
Nicky Gavron  
How are you intending to monitor the impact of density changes given the proposal to drop 
key performance indicator 2 on optimising the density of residential development? 

Heavy Goods Vehicles and Sat Navs 
Question No: 2018/2271 
Joanne McCartney  
Residents have complained that Sat Navs are sending Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) down 
residential roads. Sat Nav companies have told me that if there are no restrictions along a road, 
their systems will send the HGV down if it is the best route, but this can often be small 
residential streets. What can do you do to ensure HGVs are directed onto main roads in London 
and not residential ones? 
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MPS and use of child informants (1) 
Question No: 2018/2272 
Joanne McCartney  
Is it acceptable for the Metropolitan Police Service to use children as informants in covert 
operations? 

MPS and use of child informants (2) 
Question No: 2018/2273 
Joanne McCartney  
If child informants have been used by the Metropolitan Police Service what safeguards were 
put in place to minimise risk 

MPS and use of child informants (3) 
Question No: 2018/2274 
Joanne McCartney  
If child informants have been used by the Metropolitan Police Service will you ask them to 
review this practice to ensure that no child is put at risk? 

Key worker housing for the NHS (1) 
Question No: 2018/2277 
Onkar Sahota  
Media reports indicate that London NHS Trusts are struggling to recruit staff, in part because 
of high rents and house prices in the city. What steps are you taking to provide more key 
worker housing with suitable travel to work times for London NHS Trusts? 

Key worker housing for the NHS (2) 
Question No: 2018/2278 
Onkar Sahota  
Can you provide figures for the proportion of NHS staff (on standard agenda for change rates) 
who would find a) the lower quartile rent and b) the average rent in each London borough 
unaffordable? Please express this in terms of rent costing more than one third and one half of 
income. 

NHS pay 
Question No: 2018/2279 
Onkar Sahota  
The three-year NHS pay deal agreed in June will finally end the Government's 1% pay cap. But 
outsourced health staff are not automatically included in this. What steps, if any, are you taking 
to encourage NHS organisations in London to make sure their outsourced staff also benefit 
from the pay deal? 
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So-called "wellness" foods and advertising 
Question No: 2018/2280 
Onkar Sahota  
Despite marketing popularising it as a "health food", coconut oil has no proven benefits and 
has as many saturated fats as beef dripping and more than lard1. As well as limiting fast-food 
takeaways, what steps are you taking to limit misleading advertising of so-called "health" or 
"wellness" foods on the TfL network? 

1 Coconut oil: are the health benefits a big fat lie? The Guardian, 9 July 2018 
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2017/jul/09/coconut-oil-debunked-health-
benefits-big-fat-lie-superfood-saturated-fats-lard 

The NHS and planning for Brexit 
Question No: 2018/2281 
Onkar Sahota  
In a letter to Simon Stevens, Chief Executive of NHS England, the Chief Executive of NHS 
Providers Chris Hopson warned that a Brexit with minimal regulatory alignment would damage 
the health service and urged him to engage in national planning1. What steps have you taken, 
for example through the London Health Board a) to develop a pan-London plan for the NHS 
and b) to lobby ministers to form a national plan to protect the NHS from negative 
consequences of Brexit? 

1 NHS unprepared for no-deal Brexit, leaked letter warns, The Guardian, 21 August 2018 
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2018/aug/21/nhs-leak-warns-of-brexit-drug-
shortages-and-disease-risk 

Measles outbreak in Europe 
Question No: 2018/2282 
Onkar Sahota  
Cases of measles in Europe have hit a record high, according to the World Health Organisation. 
London has the highest number of cases in the UK which has been attributed to parents failing 
to have their children vaccinated1. What steps are you taking to ensure parents in London 
understand the need to have their children vaccinated and protect those who missed out on 
the vaccine? 

1 Measles cases hit record high in Europe, BBC, 20 August 2018 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-45246049 

London Ambulance Service liaison 
Question No: 2018/2283 
Onkar Sahota  
Please can you give dates of your meetings with the Chair and CEO of the London Ambulance 
Service, and state whether there are any records of the discussions at these meetings? 
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Issues concerning Harrow & Wealdstone Station 
Question No: 2018/2285 
Navin Shah  
Further to Question 2018/1680, your answer stated that, following a meeting between 
Network Rail and London Underground at the end of July, Transport for London will be able to 
provide a full briefing and visit the Harrow & Wealdstone Station; or a meeting to resolve the 
issues. Nothing has happened since your reply. Can I please have an update and an assurance 
that someone from TfL contacts me for a site visit?   

Tube Noise - Harrow-on-the-Hill 
Question No: 2018/2286 
Navin Shah  
A Noise & Vibration investigation was undertaken in June 2017 in Ashburn Avenue (with those 
residents whose gardens back on to Harrow-on-the-Hill station tracks) which confirmed 
excessive noise from vibrations due to moving of crossover. On 11 January this year a Transport 
for London (TfL) Customer Services Advisor confirmed they had found a supplier for the 
acoustic fencing and they would undertake site visits from the end of January. On 24 April 
2018, my constituent received a further letter from TfL stating that they were looking at late 
2018 for installation of the sound barrier, the delay was due to the necessity to address the 
same issue over in Woodford! This raises some totally unacceptable questions. Failure to 
consider serious noise impact prior to undertaking major works; failure to address the noise 
vibrations over a long period e.g. over a year in this instance and still no sight of resolution; and 
why TfL is relying on one or a very limited number of contractors to deal with the issue across 
London? I would appreciate an urgent update and clarification on how such problems are 
managed and what do my Ashburnham Avenue constituents can expect to resolve the 
problem? 

Bus Routes 452 and 28 - Chamberlayne Road (Brent) 
Question No: 2018/2287 
Navin Shah  
I raise this issue on behalf of a number of my constituents on Chamberlayne Road and local 
Councillors, regarding their concerns about buses for routes 452 and 28 using the Whitmore 
Garden / Chamberlayne Road bus stop as a resting / standing point. I understand this practice 
started when the bus diversion came into force. Whilst at this bus stop, the bus drivers leave 
their engines running - idle. This is worrying as all Transport for London (TfL)'s buses are 
diesel, and with the very hot weather residents, many with children, living in the vicinity of this 
bus stop have been leaving their windows open. This practice happens in the early hours of the 
morning, with residents woken up by the diesel bus engine noise. There is already a serious 
well-demonstrated air pollution problem along Chamberlayne Road, with residents exposed to 
highly illegal levels of nitrogen dioxide from diesel buses and cars. Can the bus operators 
and/or TfL rest or stand their buses by Station Terrace, and not directly outside the windows 
and homes of residents, please? 
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Summer Activities Map 
Question No: 2018/2288 
Navin Shah  
Can you give us an update on the impact and success of this summer's call to sign-up to local 
youth clubs and organisations across London?   

The Night Tube Success 
Question No: 2018/2289 
Navin Shah  
A report carried out by London First and Ernst and Young (EY) revealed how the Night Tube 
contributed £190 million to London's economy last year - an increase of almost £20 million 
since it opened on 19th August 2016. How many complaints have you received about the 
Night Tube since it was implemented and how many have been successfully dealt with to date? 

Closure of the Swaminarayan School (Brent) 
Question No: 2018/2290 
Navin Shah  
The Swaminarayan School, the only independent Hindu school in Europe, will close its doors by 
2020, it was announced this week. I know the Akshar Educational Trust, which runs the school 
has said that it was proving difficult to "recruit and retain teachers''. However, many parents 
have contacted me to express their concerns. Parents have been given one year's notice to find 
an alternative school. I understand the Department for Education is in talks with Avanti Trust, 
which runs state-funded Hindu schools, to open a new school elsewhere in the borough of 
Brent. What are your thoughts on the closure of this school and what can you do to help 
organisations such as Avanti Trust to set up schools in London, particularly in catchment areas 
like Brent? 

Illegal skin lightening products 
Question No: 2018/2291 
Navin Shah  
As you will already know, Trading Standards are responsible for seizing banned skin whitening 
creams and prosecuting businesses selling them. However, I was concerned to read from the 
BBC's investigation, that it appears prosecuted shops are undeterred by these fines and are 
continuing to sell the illegal products. We recently saw that a shopkeeper has been jailed for 
selling illegal and toxic skin-lightening products which is the first custodial sentence of its kind. 
Will you consider raising awareness to Londoners about the dangers of these products as part 
of your health inequality brief and the particular impact they pose for BAME communities? 
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Murder victims 
Question No: 2018/2292 
Navin Shah  
Sky News recently carried out freedom of information requests which revealed almost half of 
murder victims and murder suspects in the capital are young black men - way out of proportion 
to London's population, 13% of whom are black. Furthermore, the Metropolitan Police figures 
released recently show there has been a 16% rise in knife crime in London and at least 51 
people have been stabbed to death. I know you have said more needs to be done to steer 
young men away from a life of violence and that you have implemented some action to try and 
curb the rising knife crime. What work have you done specifically to look into the rising deaths 
of young black men without stereotyping all black men? 

Section 60 - Brent Follow up question 
Question No: 2018/2293 
Navin Shah  
How many times has a Section 60 PACE order been issued by the Metropolitan Police Service in 
Brent? Please provide a breakdown by the years 2016, 2017 and 2018? 

Section 60 - Harrow Follow up question 
Question No: 2018/2294 
Navin Shah  
How many times has a Section 60 PACE order been issued by the Metropolitan Police Service in 
Harrow? Please provide a breakdown by the years 2016, 2017 and 2018? 

Tragic shootings in Brent and Harrow 
Question No: 2018/2295 
Navin Shah  
Brent and Harrow have been recently shaken by tragic shooting incidents. My thoughts are 
with the families and friends of those that were attacked. 

I know that you are taking action on violent crime through the dedicated Knife Crime Strategy, 
Violent Crime Taskforce and Young Londoners Fund which focuses on early intervention. 

However, it is clear that in order to comprehensively clamp down on violent crime we need to 
see more support from the Government and an end to the funding cuts they have imposed 
upon the Metropolitan Police. Can you update me on what conversations you have had with 
the Government since April on this and how will you tackle the rising knife crime that it is 
happening across London? 
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British Sign Language Charter 
Question No: 2018/2296 
Navin Shah  
Further to your answer of Question 2018/1676, are you able to give me a date as to when you 
will sign this important commitment. You mentioned that Greater London Authority Officers 
look forward to continued engagement with the British Deaf Association and London's deaf 
communities over the coming months. Can you give me a detailed update on what has 
happened so far? 

Removal/dismantling of the statue of Emmeline Pankhurst at Victoria 
Tower gardens 
Question No: 2018/2297 
Navin Shah  
There is a proposal to move Emmeline Pankhurst's statue from its current location in Victoria 
Tower Gardens to the private Regent's University in London. This statue was erected in the 
Gardens by subscription from former suffragettes in 1930, and when moved to its present site, 
a promise was made by the Ministry of Works that it would not be moved again. I am very 
concerned about this planning application. Will you publicly condemn this? 

Uber 
Question No: 2018/2298 
Navin Shah  
The Chair of the United Private Hire Drivers branch of the International Workers of Great 
Britain union wrote to you in early August 2018 pointing out the New York City Council's 
decision to 'finally protect Uber drivers from exploitation and to curb congestion in a way that 
is fair to all stakeholders' and to criticise your stance, claiming that 'TfL promotes a dangerous 
and destructive cheap-minicabs policy'. What is your response to the four key goals put 
forward in the union's letter? 

Islamophobia - Hate Crime 
Question No: 2018/2299 
Navin Shah  
Whilst the former Mayor Boris Johnson has been quite rightly condemned for what many 
people view as his Islamophobic comments over Muslim women and burkha what actions are 
you taking to stop hate crime and take action against perpetrators of hate crime and division 
when tensions are already high in the country and London? 

Rough Sleeping 
Question No: 2018/2300 
Navin Shah  
The Communities Secretary has confirmed that there is NO new money for the £100m Rough 
Sleeping Strategy announced by Government to deal with rough sleeping. Does this have any 
impact on your funding and plans to tackle rough sleeping in London? 
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223 Bus (1) 
Question No: 2018/2301 
Navin Shah  
Several residents are unhappy that the 223 bus is set to stop going to Harrow after TfL's 
consultation. Furthermore, there are concerns that TfL's consultation on the changes was not 
publicised adequately to those who actually use it. Campaigners say the bus route is a "lifeline" 
for the elderly. I am concerned it's going to make life difficult for my residents, especially those 
with mobility difficulties. Will you reconsider your decision on this? 

223 Bus (2) 
Question No: 2018/2302 
Navin Shah  
TfL has said the consultation had been advertised to more than 185,000 bus users through 
emails, signs on bus stops and discussion with user groups. How many people responded to the 
consultation that took place between July 3 and September 17 last year? 

LLW in outer London 
Question No: 2018/2304 
Fiona Twycross  
Trust for London have found that jobs in outer London are less likely to pay the London Living 
Wage than inner London. What conversations have you had with local authorities, particularly 
in outer London, to increase the number of jobs that pay the London Living Wage? 

Londoners in debt 
Question No: 2018/2305 
Fiona Twycross  
Further to MQ 2017/2577, you stated that you would be reporting on London level data more 
fully in the next year (2018), to cover those seeking debt advice, those feeling the burden of 
debt and those in arrears on household bills. When will this be publicly available? 

Meals on Wheels 
Question No: 2018/2306 
Fiona Twycross  
A 2017 report by the charity Sustain, titled Beyond the Food bank, found that 15 out of 
London's 33 boroughs were not providing any form of Meals on Wheels services to its 
residents. What steps is your administration taking to work with local authorities to ensure that: 

a)    There are no further reductions to Meals on Wheels provision in London 

b)    Boroughs without Meals on Wheels services are actively exploring examples of effective 
meals on wheels models, including social enterprises and joint purchasing approaches models, 
which address a wide range of needs and council objectives. 
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Pub closures 
Question No: 2018/2307 
Fiona Twycross  
London has seen over 50 pub closures in the first six months of this year according to CAMRA, 
with reasons including high Beer Duty, increased business rates and VAT. What support can you 
provide to pubs struggling in this economic climate and how can you ensure that local 
communities keep areas to socialise? 

The Female Face of Poverty 
Question No: 2018/2308 
Fiona Twycross  
The Women's Budget Group has published the report, The Female Face of Poverty, in July. 
Have you taken a look at this report and what recommendations could you implement to lift 
women in London out of poverty? 

Universal Credit and domestic abuse 
Question No: 2018/2309 
Fiona Twycross  
What representations on behalf of Londoner's have you made about the Government's decision 
to pay Universal Credit to a single member of a household, particularly in light of the fact that 
studies have shown that this can increase the likelihood of domestic abuse? 

Women's Night Safety Charter (1) 
Question No: 2018/2310 
Fiona Twycross  
I welcome the introduction of the Women's Night Safety Charter in London. How will training 
be organised or recommended for organisations wishing to commit to the Charter? 

Women's Night Safety Charter (2) 
Question No: 2018/2311 
Fiona Twycross  
Will the Charter be imbedded in the final version of the London Plan so that public spaces and 
work places are designed to be safer for women at night? 

Women's Night Safety Charter (3) 
Question No: 2018/2312 
Fiona Twycross  
What conversations have you had with the local authorities in London about the Charter? How 
will you encourage all the other London boroughs to sign up? 
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Women's Night Safety Charter (4) 
Question No: 2018/2313 
Fiona Twycross  
What evaluation of the scheme will take place? 

Gypsy Hill Recycling Centre 
Question No: 2018/2314 
Fiona Twycross  
A councillor has asked me to raise a reported increase in fly-tipping in North Croydon which he 
understands may be as a result of residents being unable to use the Gypsy Hill recycling centre. 
Are there any plans to improve joint working on household recycling across boroughs, 
particularly where waste contracts are awarded which affect cross-borough relationships? 

Housing delivery 
Question No: 2018/2342 
Andrew Boff  
Will you please provide a list of all GLA-funded affordable housing starts between 1 April and 
30 June 2018, broken down by scheme? Please include for each scheme the name, location, 
developer, the number and tenure of affordable homes started, the start date, the planning 
application number, and whether or not they were "restarted". 

Cannabis possession 1 
Question No: 2018/2343 
Andrew Boff  
Including inputting and paperwork, what is the estimated average time a police officer will 
spend on dealing with a possession of cannabis offence? 

Cannabis possession 2 
Question No: 2018/2344 
Andrew Boff  
For each financial year 2015/16, 2016/17 and 2017/18 please provide a breakdown of how 
many possession offences of cannabis were recorded? 

Met property 
Question No: 2018/2345 
Andrew Boff  
For each of the years 2015, 2016 and 2017 and this year so far, please provide a list of 
property (buildings) that has been sold by the Met, the amount it sold for and the date of the 
sale? 
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Pollinator Action Plan 
Question No: 2018/2346 
Andrew Boff  
Bees are considered vital to our ecosystem and the environment. With this in mind, will you 
create a Pollinator Action Plan for London in line with guidance created jointly by Buglife and 
Friends of the Earth? 

Push bike enabled crimes 
Question No: 2018/2348 
Keith Prince  
Please can you provide a monthly breakdown of push bike enabled crimes since January 2015 
and the sanction detection rate? 

Cyclist red light spot checks 1 
Question No: 2018/2349 
Keith Prince  
Please can you provide a breakdown of how many cyclist red light spot checks occurred in the 
financial years 2015/16, 2016/17 and 2017/18? 

Cyclist red light spot checks 2 
Question No: 2018/2350 
Keith Prince  
Do you agree that there should be more cyclist red light spot checks? 

Appropriate Adults 
Question No: 2018/2351 
Keith Prince  
Please provide a breakdown of how much the Metropolitan Police spend on appropriate adults, 
on a borough by borough basis for the financial years 2015/16, 2016/17, 2017/18 and the 
current year? 

Scooters, Mopeds and Motorcycles Thefts 
Question No: 2018/2352 
Keith Prince  
Back to January 2015, please can you provide a monthly breakdown of the number of scooters, 
mopeds and motorcycles thefts? 

Bus Network Proposed Changes 
Question No: 2018/2353 
Keith Prince  
Are your proposed changes to the bus network an attempt to make it less "inefficient and 
flabby"? 
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4G on the Tube 
Question No: 2018/2354 
Keith Prince  
Please update the Assembly on when, to the nearest month and for each Tube Line, Londoners 
can expect to see 4G on the London Underground. 

5G on the Tube 
Question No: 2018/2355 
Keith Prince  
What preparations are in place for a future upgrade to 5G on the Tube? 

Bus Routes 
Question No: 2018/2356 
Keith Prince  
Please will you provide me with a list of all the bus routes in London, stating which are single 
decker and which are double decker, which fuel each bus on that routes runs on and, for all 
diesel buses, when those buses are due to be changed to hybrid or electric buses? 

CAV Modelling 
Question No: 2018/2357 
Keith Prince  
Transport for London has commissioned work from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
to assist them in modelling the impact of Connected and Autonomous Vehicles, which was due 
for completion in summer 2018. What is the progress of this report and what is its publication 
date? 

TPH Compliance Officer Unit 
Question No: 2018/2358 
Keith Prince  
How does the Mayor evaluate the performance of the increased personnel in the Taxi and 
Private Hire Compliance Officer unit? 

Advance Booking on PHVs 
Question No: 2018/2359 
Keith Prince  
In the response to question 2017/3777 the Mayor stated 'all private hire journeys are booked 
in advance through a licensed private hire operator. This means that drivers have time to plan 
their journeys beforehand'. How much time does the Mayor believe is sufficient from a driver 
receiving destination to commencement of journey? 
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PH Advance Driving Tests 
Question No: 2018/2360 
Keith Prince  
The consultation for advanced driving tests of private hire drivers closed on 6 June 2018. When 
will the Mayor implement this requirement? 

The Knowledge 
Question No: 2018/2361 
Keith Prince  
The average time to complete the Knowledge of London currently stands at 50 months. Will 
the Mayor explore ways to reduce this time without lowering standards? 

Vehicle KSI Risk for Pedestrians 
Question No: 2018/2362 
Keith Prince  
In your response to Question 2018/1970 you confirmed the fact that Bus and Coaches hold 
the highest KSI risk for Cyclists, and Motorcycles hold that place for Pedestrians.  Please send 
me a table similar to that which you prepared for your response to Question 2018/1720 which 
shows "Ratio of Vehicle involvement in collisions resulting in death or serious injury for people 
walking", and which will include the following vehicles: Bus/Coach, Car, HGVs, LGVs, 
Motorcycles, Taxi/PHVs, Bicycles, Mobility Scooters. 

Who Runs Your Bus? (1) 
Question No: 2018/2363 
Keith Prince  
In your response to Question 2018/1356 you refused to provide the Bus Company MD contact 
details because "when there are established channels in place to assist customers" and the 
current system "allows customers to get in touch with bus companies through their established 
channels for managing and responding to feedback." Are you aware that a quick analysis of the 
Bus Companies' contact details Transport for London (TfL) provides on the "Who Runs Your 
Bus Page" reveals the 5 companies which constitute 77% of London's Contracted Bus fleet 
simply refer the interested party back to TfL's own reporting site?  Since the Bus Operators are 
actual holders of the Operating Licence, how can simply re-routing people who want to contact 
the bus company back to TfL be considered anything but obstructive? 

Who Runs Your Bus? (2) 
Question No: 2018/2364 
Keith Prince  
In your response to Question 2018/1356 you assert that going through TfL's reporting site is 
"more likely to result in timelier responses from companies." What evidence do you have to 
support this statement? 
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Who Runs Your Bus? (3) 
Question No: 2018/2365 
Keith Prince  
Your response to Question 2017/2109 revealed that Transport for London (TfL) Bus Operators 
retain CCTV evidence "between four and ten days depending on the type of bus and hard drive 
installed."  Since Bus Operators own and operate the CCTV systems on Buses, do you accept 
that the current Public Reporting System for Surface Transport Safety Incidents run by TfL and 
which you advocate in Question 2018/1356 allows for a lot of safety incident evidence to be 
destroyed by TfL's contracted Surface Transport Operators?  Is this intentional? 

Who Runs Your Bus? (4) 
Question No: 2018/2366 
Keith Prince  
Recommendation 12 of the RAIB's Croydon Crash Investigation stated, inter alia, that the Tram 
Operator should (a) improve management systems to ensure that safety issues are properly 
identified from any reports, whether from staff or members of the public and appropriate and 
timely actions are taken in response; and (b) develop improved processes to ensure that 
suitable lessons are learned from such reports and that outcomes are fed back to the reporter."  
In what way does your response to Question 2018/1356 show that the Recommendation has 
been accepted and is being applied to TfL's Bus Operators? 

TfL Board Report on Bus Safety Performance 
Question No: 2018/2367 
Keith Prince  
A recent Private Eye article mentions a 'TfL Board Report' which revealed that TfL Buses had 
"7000 road traffic collisions, 1600 injuries, 400 people sent to hospital and 200 killed or 
seriously injured (KSI) every quarter" and "the trends have not been going in the right direction 
for years: not injuries, not collisions, not slips trips and falls, not hospitalisations, not KSIs, not 
deaths."  Please provide me with a copy of this Board Report. 

Briefing Note on Human Error 
Question No: 2018/2368 
Keith Prince  
In response to Question 2018/1966, you promised that a "briefing note will be published on 
the Transport for London website, once it has been provided to Board Members." Is the 24 July 
Board Briefing Note now found on the TfL Website (http://content.tfl.gov.uk/24-july-2018-
board-briefing-note%20-on-fatigue.pdf) the briefing note you were referring to? 

Elizabeth Line 
Question No: 2018/2369 
Keith Prince  
In light of the recent announcement that the opening of the Elizabeth Line has a 9 month 
delay, what is Transport for London's new budget profile for Crossrail, including projected 
revenues? 
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412 Bus Route (1) 
Question No: 2018/2371 
Steve O'Connell  
The 412 bus route saw a significant reduction to its timetable on 1 September 2018. Are you 
happy that the consultation was well-run, well-publicised and fair? 

412 Bus Route (2) 
Question No: 2018/2372 
Steve O'Connell  
In both the morning and afternoon peak, Pampisford Rd, traffic going north at the junction 
with Christchurch Rd, is always stacking back onto Pampisford Rd with traffic held by the very 
short phasing period of time for the traffic lights on Brighton Rd. If, as I suspect, my 
constituents suffer excessive delays for the 412 at peak times, will Transport for London 
reconsider their changes? 

412 Bus Route (3) 
Question No: 2018/2373 
Steve O'Connell  
The 412 now has to turn right coming out of Christchurch Rd, onto Brighton Rd at the traffic 
lights. For a double decker bus to have to turn right at the junction with a pedestrian traffic 
island, will cause even more hold ups for vehicles behind, who will be caught in this stacking 
process. It will also make it difficult for traffic coming in the opposite direction, out of 
Christchurch Rd (south eastern end) from turning right as well. This means that in theory the 
traffic should go behind the bus to turn right. The lights are phased to operate in both 
directions. The right turn for a bus with this island in place will be difficult for the drivers to get 
right. Will you instruct Transport for London to re-assess this alternative route urgently and 
consider returning to the previous arrangement (going around Capella Court island) as soon as 
possible? 

Bus Routes Review 
Question No: 2018/2374 
Steve O'Connell  
What is the state of play with regard to the strategic review of bus routes in Sutton and 
Croydon? 

Sutton Police Station 
Question No: 2018/2375 
Steve O'Connell  
I understand that Sutton Police Station is a PFI building and this is due to end in 2029. What 
preparations are taking place ahead of this? 
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Match Funding 
Question No: 2018/2376 
Steve O'Connell  
What is the current deal available for local authorities that wish to match fund police officers? 

Tower Model procurement 
Question No: 2018/2377 
Steve O'Connell  
In 2015, the Government recommended moving away from the "Tower Model" for procuring IT 
services. Please outline your views on this model and why you still choose to use it for the 
Metropolitan Police Service? 

Police constables 
Question No: 2018/2378 
Steve O'Connell  
For a police constable, please give the average annual cost of the following: 

•              Basic Pay 

•              Pension 

•              ERNIC 

•              Accommodation Allowance 

•              London Weighting 

•              London Allowance 

•              Unsocial Hours Payment 

•              Uniforms  

National policing activities 
Question No: 2018/2379 
Steve O'Connell  
The Metropolitan Police Service's draft Direction Strategy says it will be "completing an initial 
review of our role in national policing activities". Please can you provide the terms of reference 
and the expected completion date? 
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Metropolitan Police Service Violence Taskforce 
Question No: 2018/2380 
Steve O'Connell  
What joint working is taking place between the Metropolitan Police Service violence taskforce 
and partner organisations? 

Non-operational/non-statutory training 
Question No: 2018/2381 
Steve O'Connell  
For the years 2015/16, 2016/17, 2017/18 and this financial year to date, please breakdown 
how much has been spent on non-operational/non-statutory training by the Metropolitan 
Police Service? 

Stop and Search 
Question No: 2018/2382 
Steve O'Connell  
Please can you provide a monthly breakdown of Metropolitan Police Service stop and search 
figures since January 2008. 

Consultants 
Question No: 2018/2384 
Susan Hall  
Can you provide me with a yearly breakdown of how much money the Mayor spent on external 
consultants over the last 6 years? 

Consultants (2) 
Question No: 2018/2385 
Susan Hall  
Can you provide me with a breakdown of all projects external consultants have been employed 
on and the cost by project since May 2016? 

Museum of London 
Question No: 2018/2386 
Susan Hall  
How much money has the GLA granted to the Museum of London over the last 6 years, broken 
down by year? 

Museum of London (2) 
Question No: 2018/2387 
Susan Hall  
How much money is the Mayor planning on granting to the Museum of London until 2020? 
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Museum of London (3) 
Question No: 2018/2388 
Susan Hall  
City Hall has pledged £70m towards the Museum of London. This BBC article -  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-38732919, states the donation will be 
funded by a City of London Corporation loan to City Hall repayable over 25 years. 

What is the interest on this loan and how much will the repayments be each year? 

Reports 
Question No: 2018/2389 
Susan Hall  
Do you commission any internal or external reports which look specifically at value for money? 

Bonuses 
Question No: 2018/2390 
Susan Hall  
How much in bonuses did your Mayoral Team and senior advisers receive this year, broken 
down by individual? 

Media Grid 
Question No: 2018/2391 
Susan Hall  
Can you send me your media grid for the upcoming 6 months? 

Culture and Creative Industries 
Question No: 2018/2392 
Susan Hall  
How much money has been spent on the Culture and Creative Industries Unit over the last 6 
years? 

Culture and Creative Industries (2) 
Question No: 2018/2393 
Susan Hall  
How much money was spent by the Culture and Creative Industries Unit in the previous 12 
months and can you provide me a breakdown of how this was spent? 

Culture and Creative Industries (3) 
Question No: 2018/2394 
Susan Hall  
How much money has the GLA spent on culture in the last 6 years? 
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Culture and Creative Industries (4) 
Question No: 2018/2395 
Susan Hall  
How much money has the GLA spent on culture in the last year and can you provide me with a 
breakdown of how this was spent? 

London and Partners 
Question No: 2018/2396 
Susan Hall  
How much money has the GLA given to London and Partners over the last 6 years? 

Supplies and services 
Question No: 2018/2397 
Susan Hall  
Can I have an itemised breakdown of the supplies and services component of your budget? 

Periodic Polling Programme 
Question No: 2018/2398 
Susan Hall  
MD2082 approves periodic online polling services. Can you send me all of the periodic polling 
you have received from this programme to date? 

London and Partners GVA/Jobs 
Question No: 2018/2399 
Susan Hall  
London and Partners claim to have added £340 million to London's GVA in 2016-17 and 
created/supported 10,112 jobs. Can you provide me with a breakdown of all the projects they 
have worked on to reach this amount, the value of that project in terms of GVA and jobs, and 
the role London and Partners played on that project? 

Gangs Matrix 
Question No: 2018/2400 
Susan Hall  
Please provide a breakdown of how many people were on the Gangs Matrix in 2015, 2016 and 
2017, and can you also provide the number currently on the matrix? 

Grants 
Question No: 2018/2401 
Susan Hall  
Please provide a list of grants available from the GLA, the department/team responsible for 
allocating/administering them, the amount available for each grant and the current amounts 
allocated from each grant. 
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MOPAC 1 
Question No: 2018/2402 
Susan Hall  
Please can you provide a list of pay grades used by MOPAC and the corresponding level of pay. 

MOPAC 2 
Question No: 2018/2403 
Susan Hall  
Please provide a breakdown of how many MOPAC staff are paid over £50k, £100k and £150k 
for each financial year 2015/16, 2016/17, 2017/18 and the current year. 

MOPAC 3 
Question No: 2018/2404 
Susan Hall  
What is the total MOPAC head count for each financial year 2015/16, 2016/17, 2017/18 and 
the current year to date. 

MOPAC 4 
Question No: 2018/2405 
Susan Hall  
What is the total MOPAC staffing budget for each financial year 2015/16, 2016/17, 2017/18 
and the current year to date. 

MOPAC 5 
Question No: 2018/2406 
Susan Hall  
Please can you provide an up-to-date organogram of MOPAC including the pay grades. 

MOPAC 6 
Question No: 2018/2407 
Susan Hall  
Please provide a breakdown of the MOPAC central office costs for each financial year 2015/16, 
2016/17, 2017/18 and the current year to date. 

MOPAC 7 
Question No: 2018/2408 
Susan Hall  
Please provide a list of grants available from MOPAC, the amount available for each grant, the 
current recipients and the current amounts allocated from each grant. 
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MOPAC 8 
Question No: 2018/2409 
Susan Hall  
Please provide a breakdown of the MOPAC Commissioning Budget by project basis and 
recipient basis for each financial year 2015/16, 2016/17, 2017/18 and the current year to 
date. 

Homicides 1 
Question No: 2018/2410 
Susan Hall  
Of the number of homicide victims this year, how many were on the Gangs matrix? (please 
include the total number of victims) 

Homicides 2 
Question No: 2018/2411 
Susan Hall  
Of the alleged perpetrators of homicide this year, how many were on the Gangs matrix? (please 
include the total number of alleged perpetrators) 

Homicides 3 
Question No: 2018/2412 
Susan Hall  
Of the number of homicide victims this year, how many had previous convictions? (please 
include the total number of victims) 

Homicides 4 
Question No: 2018/2413 
Susan Hall  
Of the alleged perpetrators of homicide this year, how many had previous convictions? (please 
include the total number of alleged perpetrators) 

Homicides 5 
Question No: 2018/2414 
Susan Hall  
Of the number of homicide victims this year, how many were excluded from school? (please 
include the total number of victims) 

Homicides 6 
Question No: 2018/2415 
Susan Hall  
Of the alleged perpetrators of homicide this year, how many were excluded from school? 
(please include the total number of alleged perpetrators) 
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Police officer numbers 
Question No: 2018/2416 
Susan Hall  
Please can you provide a monthly breakdown of police officer numbers up to and including 
March 2008 since the Greater London Authority was first established? 

Spits Hoods 3 
Question No: 2018/2417 
Susan Hall  
For each financial year, 2015/16, 2016/17 and 2017/18, please breakdown how many days 
leave by police officers were taken as a result of being bitten or spat at? 

101 
Question No: 2018/2418 
Tony Arbour  
Since January 2015, please can you provide a monthly breakdown of the number of 101 calls 
received by the Metropolitan Police Service, the average waiting time and the number 
terminated before being answered? 

Right to Buy 
Question No: 2018/2419 
Tony Devenish  
In view of the Mayor's Housing Strategy policies on Right to Buy, would the Mayor like to take 
the opportunity to applaud Islington resident Christopher Nugee for his enterprising use of 
Right to Buy in 2007 under the last Government, which Channel 4's Dispatches calculated has 
doubled this gentleman's investment to £1 million? 

Vacant land at St Mary's Hospital, Marylebone Road 
Question No: 2018/2420 
Tony Devenish  
Could the Mayor please ask GLA officers to seek a realistic time scale for when the vacant St 
Mary's Hospital site on Marylebone Road will be developed or disposed of? Would the Mayor 
agree that this is an ideal opportunity for the GLA to gently nudge Imperial NHS Trust to do 
the right thing? Thanks to Councillor Arzymanow for bringing this to my attention. 

More homes for Londoners 
Question No: 2018/2421 
Tony Devenish  
Will you be writing to Alex Mahon Chief Executive of Channel 4 to urge her to accelerate 
housing development plans on at least part of her SW1 current HQ, in parallel with a national 
HQ move out of London, in order to avoid the current SW1 HQ being under utilised for many 
years? 
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Debt advice 
Question No: 2018/2422 
Tony Devenish  
How practically can the Mayor use the power of bringing people together to help PayPlan and 
StepChange, which provide free debt advice to many Londoners? Do you support the 
recommendations of the Wyman Review? 

Police helicopters 
Question No: 2018/2423 
Tony Devenish  
While Londoners accept Metropolitan Police Service helicopters are an essential part of Counter 
Terrorism policing and major crime operations, has the Mayor reviewed the hours Metropolitan 
Police Service helicopters spent airborne across London for his first two years compared to the 
previous 5 years'? Please provide these figures. How are drones being brought into service to 
cut costs and ensure Londoners, where possible, avoid the noise pollution which helicopters 
inevitably make? 

Police houses 
Question No: 2018/2424 
Tony Devenish  
Does the Mayor have any plans via GLA, Transport for London or Metropolitan Police 
Service/the London Fire Commissioner's Office's cumulatively huge land holdings to build 
modern Police section houses to potentially increase police retention rates? 

Probation reform 
Question No: 2018/2425 
Tony Devenish  
I have urged you before at Mayor's Question Time to pro-actively engage with the Ministry of 
Justice over probation reform. As London's Police & Crime Commissioner, now Government is 
looking to reform these crucial services which directly impact on crime levels, will you please 
bring forward plans to do so? 

RBKC Police Officers 
Question No: 2018/2426 
Tony Devenish  
How many police officers are being funded by the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea? 
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Central West BCU 
Question No: 2018/2427 
Tony Devenish  
When compared to the combined individual boroughs in April 2016, the Central West BCU 
shows a police officer reduction of 21%, by far the highest of all the BCU. Please can you 
explain why this BCU has been disproportionally cut despite having one of the higher crime 
rates? 

Hammersmith Bridge (1) 
Question No: 2018/2428 
Tony Devenish  
What is the current timetable for the repair and strengthening of Hammersmith Bridge? 

Hammersmith Bridge (2) 
Question No: 2018/2429 
Tony Devenish  
Do you recognise that delaying work on the Hammersmith Bridge only increases the cost and 
the time that work will take when it does finally happen? 

PAYG Insurance for PHVs (1) 
Question No: 2018/2430 
Tony Devenish  
A recent City AM article claimed 'Khan should park the cap on taxis -it's actually Tfl licensing 
that is clogging up our roads'. Do you agree? 

PAYG Insurance for PHVs (2) 
Question No: 2018/2431 
Tony Devenish  
Do you accept that there is a strong case for allowing PHVs to use Pay As You Go insurance to 
encourage part-time working and reduce the numbers of vehicles on London's roads? 

Bus Safety (2) 
Question No: 2018/2433 
Tony Devenish  
In the light of the recent article 'Fears raised over safety record of London buses', do you have 
any plans to bring forward your goal of zero deaths and injuries by 2041? 
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Ola 
Question No: 2018/2434 
Tony Devenish  
Indian car hailing app Ola is, according to the Financial Times, rolling out UK wide by the end 
of the year. What dialogue has Transport for London had with this company and what, in your 
view, will be the impact on London? 

TfL Modelling (1) 
Question No: 2018/2435 
Tony Devenish  
Are you confident that Transport for London's modelling of the extent to which new transport 
schemes will impact modal shift is robust? 

TfL Modelling (2) 
Question No: 2018/2436 
Tony Devenish  
Do you accept that Transport for London's modelling assumes that traffic acts like a liquid and 
simply moves elsewhere when one option is blocked off? 

Motorbike Noise 
Question No: 2018/2437 
Tony Devenish  
A number of my constituents have complained about excessive noise from motorbikes. Will you 
write to the Secretary of State for Transport asking that he considers amending the Road 
Vehicles (Construction and Use) Regulations 1078/1986 to require that motorcycles and cars 
manufactured in the UK or imported be equipped with effective silencers? 

94 Bus Route 
Question No: 2018/2438 
Tony Devenish  
Given it would be the second major withdrawal of a useful service in a year, and in the direction 
of Marble Arch leaves my constituents with only north and southbound routes (the 274 and 
148), will you withdraw Transport for London's proposal to stop the 94 bus route at North Row 
by Selfridges? 

Oxford Street Buses Reduction 
Question No: 2018/2439 
Tony Devenish  
With reference to which buses have been removed, when this happened and which buses have 
seen a reduction in frequency, please justify the statement that there has been a 40% 
reduction in Oxford Street buses? 
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Congestion (1) 
Question No: 2018/2440 
Tony Devenish  
What assessment have you made of the effect of congestion on London's international 
competitiveness? 

Congestion (2) 
Question No: 2018/2441 
Tony Devenish  
What representations have you received from (a) road users and (b) other organisations on the 
effect of cycle superhighways throughout London on the level of traffic congestion? 

Congestion (3) 
Question No: 2018/2442 
Tony Devenish  
What assessment have you made of the effect of the roll-out of cycle superhighways 
throughout London on the level of traffic congestion? 

Congestion (4) 
Question No: 2018/2443 
Tony Devenish  
Have you assessed the effect of increasing traffic congestion on the viability of the cab trade in 
London? 

Pollution 
Question No: 2018/2444 
Tony Devenish  
What evidence do you hold to support the claim that the introduction of cycle superhighways is 
associated with lower levels of pollution in London? 

GLA and TfL Land 
Question No: 2018/2445 
Tony Devenish  
How much in acres or percentage terms of the GLA's 1,576 acres and Transport for London's 
5,700 acres will remain, after site 'starts', completely undeveloped by May 2020 and May 
2024? 
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Chobham Manor 
Question No: 2018/2446 
Tony Devenish  
What lessons will the GLA pass on to partners such as Taylor Wimpey, L&Q and the London 
Legacy Development Corporation after complex leases had to be withdrawn following risk 
management concerns from Barclays? 

Tech titans 
Question No: 2018/2447 
Tony Devenish  
This article in City Am (http://www.cityam.com/261871/tech-titans-bed-down-london-why-
brexit-wont-bringing) highlights how "London is still seen as a leading destination for business 
growth and international business talent". Will you stop being so pessimistic and talking 
London down? 

Transport for London 'TravelBot' 
Question No: 2018/2450 
Caroline Russell  
Will you ask Transport for London (TfL) to update its 'TravelBot' so it recognises 'step-free' as 
a key term and directs users to accessible information, including live updates of where step-
free access is and isn't available on the TfL network? 

Live step-free information for the London Underground 
Question No: 2018/2451 
Caroline Russell  
A constituent has been in touch with me to raise the issue of live step-free information not 
being available for the Transport for London (TfL) Underground network. This constituent has 
restricted mobility and checked information before travelling from Tooting to Tottenham Court 
Road but on arriving at Tottenham Court Road they were unable to leave the station because 
the lift was out of order. Will you ensure that TfL provides live updates of changes in 
accessibility across its network, social media and any other outlets? 

Removing obsolete street furniture 
Question No: 2018/2452 
Caroline Russell  
How much have you spent per year, over the last five years, removing old telephone boxes 
from footways on the Transport for London Road Network (TLRN)? 
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Transport for London monitoring of 'close pass' driving by London bus 
drivers (3) 
Question No: 2018/2453 
Caroline Russell  
Thank you for your answer to my question 2017/2196. How many times has 'close pass' 
driving past people cycling been reported to Transport for London (TfL), each month, since the 
introduction of the specific 'close pass' code? 

Reporting unsafe bus driving in London 
Question No: 2018/2454 
Caroline Russell  
It has been brought to my attention that is it not clear how to report bad or dangerous driving 
by Transport for London (TfL) operated vehicles on the TfL website or via social media 
channels. The current option for reporting complaints about buses is aimed at passengers. Will 
you bring in a new category, clearly sign-posted, where Londoners can report buses being 
driven unsafely? 

Air conditioning on London buses (3) 
Question No: 2018/2455 
Caroline Russell  
In your response to my question 2018/1765 you stated that: "Transport for London (TfL) will 
be checking with the bus operators how driver cab ventilation and air conditioning issues are 
picked up and equipment is serviced."  

I have since been made aware by bus drivers that it was an open secret that air conditioning 
belts have been routinely disabled by bus operators to save money on fuel. Will TfL investigate 
this claim? 

Healthy Streets score for Highbury Corner (2) 
Question No: 2018/2456 
Caroline Russell  
Thank you for your answer to my question 2018/1760. What is the Highbury Corner Healthy 
Streets baseline 'before' assessment score, and what is the score for the plans that are currently 
being built? 

Healthy Streets score for Walthamstow Town Centre 
Question No: 2018/2457 
Caroline Russell  
Constituents are concerned about the proposals for multi-stage pedestrian crossings, circuitous 
route for cycles, and wide carriageway widths associated with the new Hoe Street bus stops in 
the Walthamstow Town Centre scheme. Are these proposals compatible with a Healthy Streets 
approach?  Will you share the before and after Healthy Streets check scores for this scheme?  
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Black women owned businesses and funding 
Question No: 2018/2458 
Caroline Russell  
The open letter addressed to you in response to #BehindEveryGreatCity 'Silicon Valley Comes 
to the UK Trade Mission' explains that black women have a much harder time securing seed 
funding and accessing profile-raising schemes. What are you doing to support black women-
owned businesses in London? 

Electric Vehicle Taskforce and pedestrian amenity (3) 
Question No: 2018/2459 
Caroline Russell  
Thank you for your answer to my question 2018/1462. You said that your Electric Vehicle (EV) 
Infrastructure Taskforce will consider the proposal for EV charging points for private car 
charging to be placed on pavement build outs in the carriageway and not on the footway. 
Could you tell me when you will report back on their considerations? 

Electric Vehicle Taskforce and pedestrian amenity (4) 
Question No: 2018/2460 
Caroline Russell  
Thank you for your answer to my question 2018/1462. You said that the Transport for London 
(TfL) Streetscape Guidance will: "soon be updated to be more explicit around the placement of 
charge points." When do you expect this to happen? 

Barnet Council proposal to stop separate household food waste 
collection (4) 
Question No: 2018/2461 
Caroline Russell  
Thank you for your answer to my question 2018/1755. What is the outcome of your six-week 
period of engagement and consultation with the Leader of Barnet Council regarding its 
proposals to scrap its separate household food waste collection? 

Proposed Cory Riverside Energy Park in Belvedere 
Question No: 2018/2462 
Caroline Russell  
Will you publish any representations you made to the Cory Riverside Energy public consultation 
on its plans for a proposed Riverside Energy Park in Belvedere, which includes a waste energy 
recovery incinerator to handle up to 655,000 tonnes of waste per year? 
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Major events in Finsbury Park 
Question No: 2018/2463 
Caroline Russell  
A constituent has contacted me about the disruptive noise, antisocial behaviour and traffic 
congestion experienced by local residents during and after the Wireless Festival in Finsbury 
Park. Half of the park has been fenced off from the public for major events between May and 
October in 2018, reducing public access to green space. 

The report from the London Assembly Environment Committee in July 2017, Park Life, 
acknowledged the growth in commercial events in London parks and suggested that you 
encourage London boroughs and other managers of green spaces to incorporate parameters for 
large-scale events, as recommended by Parks for London. Have you considered this or taken 
any other steps to mitigate the impact of events on parks and local communities? 

London & Partners and major events in parks 
Question No: 2018/2464 
Caroline Russell  
What was the income generated and cost of restoration and repairs at each of the major events 
that London & Partners has been involved in that were held in London's Parks? Could you 
provide this information for the year 2017 and for 2018 to date? 

Dealing with grass fires 
Question No: 2018/2465 
Caroline Russell  
During the recent heatwave, one of the numerous grass fires that the London Fire Brigade 
dealt with took place at Woolwich Common on 23 July 2018. Prior to this, Greenwich Council 
had been warned that a large amount of fly-tipped waste on the common posed a fire risk. 
With heatwaves expected to become more common and severe, what steps are you taking to 
ensure that site owners have carried out risks assessment and are taking preventative action, 
such as prompt removal of fly-tipped waste that could start, or exacerbate the severity of a 
grass fire? 

Signing off funding for estate demolition 
Question No: 2018/2467 
Sian Berry  
Could you provide details of any funding agreements for regeneration projects involving estate 
demolition that you have signed since announcing your resident ballot funding condition in 
February 2018? 
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Housing and Land officers overseeing new ballots policy 
Question No: 2018/2468 
Sian Berry  
Will your Housing and Land team staff be available to deal with any resident reports of your 
new resident ballot funding conditions not being followed properly and ensure they are 
effectively investigated? If so, how can residents contact them? 

Supporting London renters to set up housing co-operatives 
Question No: 2018/2469 
Sian Berry  
An estimated 25,000 privately rented London homes of multiple occupation could be taken 
into co-operative ownership and management within five years if the GLA helped to provide 
renters interested in this idea with low interest loans or guaranteed loans from ethical lenders 
to buy their homes. Will you look into supporting Londoners to realise a 'right to co-op' in this 
way? 

Establishing resident support for estate demolition schemes 
Question No: 2018/2470 
Sian Berry  
Could you publish all decision-making documents for the 16 estate demolition schemes for 
which you signed funding contracts between 1 December 2017 and 2 February 2018, including 
the evidence you requested that would demonstrate resident support in the absence of a 
ballot? 

Scheme size threshold for triggering a ballot on estate demolition 
schemes 
Question No: 2018/2471 
Sian Berry  
Could you publish any analysis you have done looking at the expected impact, in terms of 
scheme size and the amount of affordable housing provision, of setting the trigger for resident 
ballots on estates at a proposed scheme size of 150 homes, and will you consider lowering this 
threshold if it leads to developers proposing smaller schemes to avoid ballots? 

Councils and voluntary ballot requirements 
Question No: 2018/2472 
Sian Berry  
Although you have said you will only require councils to hold resident ballots for estate 
redevelopment schemes where your funding is involved, a number of councils are now 
voluntarily applying this policy to their own developments. Given that you consider that your 
Good Practice Guide represents best practice, will you encourage all councils to have a 
voluntary policy on holding binding ballots? 
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Developments approved under fast track planning process (1) 
Question No: 2018/2473 
Sian Berry  
How many developments that would have been subject to viability assessment if proposing less 
than 35 per cent affordable homes have instead been approved through your fast track process 
since your Affordable Housing and Viability Supplementary Planning Guidance was published in 
August 2017? 

Developments approved under fast track planning process (2) 
Question No: 2018/2474 
Sian Berry  
I welcome your commitment to review the level of threshold that applies in your fast track 
planning process in 2021. Based on your monitoring of the policy to date, do you already 
anticipate a higher minimum threshold level being beneficial and viable in future and, if so, will 
you put this expectation into the supporting text of the London Plan? 

Youth reoffending dashboard 
Question No: 2018/2475 
Sian Berry  
The MOPAC Youth reoffending dashboard only shows data up to March 2015. Have you 
spoken to the Ministry of Justice to ask why there is a two-year delay when releasing 
reoffending data? When will MOPAC update this dashboard? 

Operation Close Pass and Space for Cyclists 
Question No: 2018/2476 
Sian Berry  
Thank you for your response to my question 2016/4613, including the Operation Close Pass 
and the evolved Space for Cyclists initiatives led by the Roads and Transport Policing 
Command's Cycle Safety Team. Could you provide a monthly breakdown since these initiatives 
began showing how many drivers in London have been processed for a) Driving Without Due 
Care (close pass), b) pulled over and spoken to for close passes, c) red light/mobile phone 
related offences, d) failure to stop for police, and e) spoken to about general driving 
standards? 

London Needs You Alive Toolkit and knife images 
Question No: 2018/2477 
Sian Berry  
When reading The London Needs You Alive Toolkit, I was pleased not to see any images of 
knives in the lesson plans that are designed to encourage people to stay away from that type of 
violence. Has MOPAC now adopted a trauma-informed approach to knife education lessons, 
which focuses on teaching the consequences and improves critical thinking as a way of 
communicating a positive message away from crime, rather than showing images of knives? 
Will MOPAC be sharing details of this approach with the Metropolitan Police Service? 
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Positive promotion of Notting Hill Carnival 
Question No: 2018/2478 
Sian Berry  
The Notting Hill Carnival is Europe's biggest street festival, celebrating the culture of black and 
other diverse communities that live in London. In what ways did the Metropolitan Police 
Service change its communications strategy this year to help the Carnival Village Trust promote 
Carnival as being a positive event that all Londoners and tourists can enjoy? 

Integrated Gangs Strategy (3) 
Question No: 2018/2479 
Sian Berry  
Thank you for your response to my question 2018/1772. In your response, you seem to 
suggest that this policing activity from the pilot Operation Shield is still operational. Could you 
provide a detailed briefing to explain this policing operation and the circumstances in which the 
Metropolitan Police Service will threaten the family of an alleged criminal with eviction? 

Borough police officers that live in London 2018 
Question No: 2018/2480 
Sian Berry  
Of the Metropolitan Police officers working in each London borough, please could you let me 
know the number who live in London and the number who are residents of the borough they 
work in? Could you provide a response in excel format? 

Retaliatory knife attacks (2) 
Question No: 2018/2481 
Sian Berry  
Thank you for your response to my question 2018/0825. Are you and the Metropolitan Police 
Service developing the capability to be able to extract this data on a strategic level across 
London at this point? 

Women in the Police 2018 
Question No: 2018/2482 
Sian Berry  
Thank you for your response to my question 2016/1606. What action have you taken since 
then to increase the number of women joining the Metropolitan Police Service and how 
successful has it been? 

Social media and hate crime 
Question No: 2018/2483 
Sian Berry  
How have you or the Metropolitan Police Service worked with social media providers to reduce 
hate crime online? 
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Young peoples' concerns about hate crime 
Question No: 2018/2484 
Sian Berry  
Since your response to my previous question 2017/2104, what work has the Metropolitan 
Police Service and MOPAC done to address the concerns that young people have about hate 
crime? 

Youth suicide in London 
Question No: 2018/2485 
Sian Berry  
Figures released by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) to the Brent Centre for Young 
People in north London, under a Freedom of Information request, show the overall number of 
suicides registered in London increased by 48 per cent in 2015/16 compared with 2013/14. 
Will any of the funding given to organisations from your Young Londoners Fund support young 
people at risk of mental health problems and/or possible suicide? 

Applying the Code of Practice for Victims of Crime to road crime victims 
Question No: 2018/2486 
Sian Berry  
When does the Metropolitan Police Service start applying the Code of Practice for Victims of 
Crime to road crash victims? Is it from the notification of the crash, when it is decided to 
sanction the driver, or after conviction? Could you clarify when crash victims are treated as 
victims of crime, and if this varies for bereaved families, seriously injured and slightly injured 
victims. 

Alcohol Ban on the Underground 
Question No: 2018/2489 
David Kurten  
To ask the Mayor what steps are currently being taken by Transport for London to enforce the 
ban on the consumption of alcohol on the Underground network? 

Automatic Number Plate Recognition (1) 
Question No: 2018/2490 
David Kurten  
To ask the Mayor a) how many number-only number plates have been detected and registered 
by the Metropolitan Police's ANPR systems over the last three years and b) how many of those 
number plates have been on the Met's system for more than six months?     
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Automatic Number Plate Recognition (2) 
Question No: 2018/2491 
David Kurten  
To ask the Mayor a) how many foreign number plates have been detected and registered by 
the Metropolitan Police's ANPR systems over the last three years and b) how many of those 
number plates have been on the Met's system for more than six months?     

False Number Plates 
Question No: 2018/2492 
Peter Whittle  
To ask the Mayor how many drivers in London have been detected using false number plates 
over the last three years? 

Deaths in police custody 
Question No: 2018/2493 
Peter Whittle  
On 25 July 2018, it was reported in The Guardian that Deborah Coles of the campaign group 
Inquest, commenting on the number of deaths in police custody had stated: "The 
disproportionality in the use of force against black people adds to the irrefutable evidence of 
structural racism embedded in policing practices." Is this statement true with regards to the 
Metropolitan Police Service?1 

1 https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/jul/25/police-custody-deaths-hit-10-year-
high-with-experts-citing-austerity 

The Violent Crime Taskforce 
Question No: 2018/2494 
Peter Whittle  
To ask the Mayor how many officers have so far been recruited to the Metropolitan Police's 
Violent Crime Taskforce? 

Strip Searches 
Question No: 2018/2495 
Peter Whittle  
To ask the Mayor how many strip searches were carried out by the Metropolitan Police in the 
last three years and of that number, how many included "intimate searches"? 

Team London Ambassadors 
Question No: 2018/2496 
Peter Whittle  
To ask the Mayor if he intends to review the level of expenses currently being paid to Team 
London Ambassadors? 
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Trade Ledger 
Question No: 2018/2497 
Peter Whittle  
To ask the Mayor if he will join with me in congratulating the City of London Corporation on 
the news that the corporate open banking lending platform Trade Ledger has announced it will 
be opening its EU headquarters in London?1 

1 https://www.cbronline.com/news/trade-ledger-london-headquarters 

Uber Trial (1) 
Question No: 2018/2498 
David Kurten  
Are you concerned that the ruling of Judge Emma Arbuthnot to grant Uber a 15-month licence 
could have been prejudiced by her husband's connections to a Qatari investor in Uber? 

Uber Trial (2) 
Question No: 2018/2499 
David Kurten  
Will you be calling for a mistrial and re-trial of the Uber case presided over by Judge Emma 
Arbuthnot? 

Private Hire Trade 
Question No: 2018/2500 
David Kurten  
Will you act to ensure that Transport for London licenced private hire operators such as Uber 
pay their drivers at least the London Living Wage? 

Protest balloons (1) 
Question No: 2018/2501 
David Kurten  
Do you regard the balloon of President Trump as free speech? 

Protest balloons (2) 
Question No: 2018/2502 
David Kurten  
On 14 July 2018, attendants at the Free Speech Demonstration flew a small balloon of Peppa 
Pig with your face superimposed. This balloon was roughly confiscated by a policeman. Why 
was it confiscated? 
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Protest balloons (3) 
Question No: 2018/2503 
David Kurten  
Should people be allowed to fly a balloon with your face superimposed on a pig as an 
expression of free speech? 

Protest balloons (4) 
Question No: 2018/2504 
David Kurten  
Why did police intervene to confiscate a balloon of Peppa Pig (with your face superimposed on 
it) from protestors in Whitehall on 14 July? 

Crossrail 
Question No: 2018/2505 
David Kurten  
At what point did you become aware that Crossrail would not open in December as planned? 
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